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#8 Errico Malatesta
1. The Biscuit Years
Little Errico Malteser grew up in a rich chocolatey family
near Naples, watching Garibaldi’s freaky revolutionary biscuit army fight the Royal Bourbons and unite Italy. Aged
14, he got arrested for writing a very stiff letter to the king.

2. The Revel Years
With his friends, Costa and Cafenero, he captured
two whole villages before breakfast. He was arrested lots, often escaping in a boat. He travelled the
world organising anarchists, unmasking armchair
spies and forming the Argentinean Union of Bread.

3. The Ice Cream
Cone Years
Giving all his rich
chocolatey money to the
poor, he worked as a
mechanic and invented
Neapolitan ice cream
which he sold in London
in a cafe where he wrote
In a Cafe. He started
Farmers Weekly and
many other anarchist
publications.

4. The Melting Years
Thousands listened to Errico and he
met many people, like socialist editor
Mussolini. Errico tried to unite
everyone against Mussolini so was
put under house arrest until, aged 79,
the poor old Malteser melted away.
(Mussolini went on to own Italy and
a lamppost.)
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Now or Never!

Editorial
Welcome to the last issue of Now or Never! As the
world will be ending before the year is out it
seems rather pointless to continue Any remain
ing funds will be squandered by the Now or
Never! team on Champagne narcotics and hookers

Sales

Of course whilst we know the world is indeed
going to end we are not quite so confident on
exactly how We ve explored all the most real
istic possibilities and decided to print none of
those
As the end nears we will be commemorating the
event with the Now or Never! End of the World Advent
Calendar Visit wwwnoworneverorguk for updates
In the unlikely event the world survives to see 2013 we may decide to re-evalu
ate the situation Depending on the environmental conditions you’ll probably
either find us smearing shit on tattered paper with our oversized mutant hands
or nursing a hangover and stumping up the funds for the next issue with our
credit cards Either way in terms of overall quality standards will be as con
sistently bad as always Hasta La Vista baby!
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Paradise or Purgatory?

Rob Cross embarks on a week long test of his
resolve, deciding to live exclusively on products
bought from Poundland. Will a diet of shit films
and nutritionally bereft foods lead to mental and
bodily collapse? Read on with dread as every shoddy product is analysed for your own protection
“How much is this?”
“Just a pound sir.”
“And this?”
“A pound.”
“Is this a pound as well?”
“Yes, everything’s a pound in Poundland.”
“What about this then?”
“A pound., Everything you see for sale in
here is a pound.”
“What even this?”
“Yes, even that. Now if you’ll excuse me,
I’ve got to carry on stacking this shelf.”
“But what about this? This can’t be a
pound surely?”
“Everything is a pound! It’s called
Poundland! Now piss off!”

V

AT at twenty percent, a gallon of petrol over six quid,
gas, electricity and water
bills rising. Those heady
1990s days of luxury items for us
working stiffs seem like a distant
memory. And with the savage austerity
cuts in the public sector by the present
coalition government, even being a
working stiff has the luxury tag
attached to it. Time to draw the trouser
belt tighter, sew in deeper pockets so
that your arms can’t reach the bottom
and re-velcro the wallet fastening. But
in the end we all have to eat, wash and
maintain some form of basic household

Time Waster

order. Sadly, we all consume something or other in order to survive and
here in this monetary based economy,
pennies and pounds do the talking. So
to get the maximum dialogue and volume from your purse, we all have to
look for retail outlets that will listen a
bit more patiently than Waitrose or Pret
A Manger.

We all consume something or
other in order to survive and
here in this monetary based
economy, pennies and
pounds do the talking
Over the past couple of decades with
their capitalist prophetic vision, a new
series of chain stores have emerged on
your standard clone town high street.
The two major players cornering this
ever expanding market are the 99p
Stores and Poundland. This pair claim
to offer all the everyday basic needs
from sink plungers to paracetamol; loo
roll to L plates; stationery to sugar
bowls. Everything you need and lots
you don’t to boot. So popular are these
stores becoming that they are no longer
the preserve of the poor. Sunday supplements and TV news snippets fronted

and written by the chattering classes
are lining up to tell you of their own
experiences beyond these thrift store
doors. Maybe the chatterers are just
preparing themselves for their own
economic downturn.

But do they really cater for us? Can
they fulfil all our needs? And does
their maxim of bargains for all really
hold up? Nothing like a bit of empirical evidence to discover the real truth.

So what I’ve set out to do, in the spirit
of investigative journalism (or possibly
because I have no life) is to investigate
the type of products on offer in my
local Poundland and wherever possible
purchase and consume those products.
Easy, I hear you cry. Maybe for your
average carnivore, maybe not much
hardship to a vegetarian either but for a
vegan it could be a difficult prospect.
Will I be tempted to use a black marker pen to cross out milk and/or egg on
the food’s ingredients list? Will I pull
up a bandana over my face and tighten
the drawstrings of my hoodie and nip
in to Holland and Barrett for a
Jamaican jerk pastie? Will I simply say
“sod this for a game of soldiers” after
just a couple of days and then lie to
you and myself for the rest of the article?

T

he Poundland in Lincoln
where I live is about a fifteen to twenty minute walk
away. From the older north
of the city you wind your way down
Steep Hill, past the curio bookshops
and esoteric jewellery outlets, pass a
clutch of charity shops, cross
over at the pedestrian lights
and there’s the corporate

www.dadsaretheoriginalhipster.tumblr.com - Sorry hipsters, your
dad was the original hipster and he was killing it back in the day
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shopping area. All your usual high
street chains from clothes shops to coffee houses. Fortunately, I do not have
to venture far into the heart of retail
darkness, Poundland nestles only a
handful of units in.

S

aturday, late afternoon, early
February. Shoppers either
satiated or out of money begin
to dwindle in number on the
high street. Poundland seems reasonably sparse, so with a deep breath I
enter and begin my reconnaissance. I
scan the scrap of paper on which I’ve
scribbled a list of needed items. There
ahead of me are four aisles of products
stretching some fifty metres into the
back of the shop. There are no pretensions here, no tasteful lighting or pleasing pastel shaded walls to put you at
ease, just stark overhead fluorescent
lighting centralised over the head
height shelving in each aisle, from ceiling to skirting boards all fixtures and
fittings are white in colour, the
exposed remainder painted an industrial ochre. Aisle one starts off with a
muddled selection of batteries, coffee
and chocolate before settling into an
array of bathroom soaps, gels and
pastes. Known brands sit alongside foreign, almost unpronounceable labels
and I recollect that Poundland’s rival
the 99p Store was once fined several
thousand pounds by the Office of Fair
Trading for selling a hair removal
cream with no English instructions,
resulting in skin burns for the user.

Into aisle number two now. One hundred metres in total of household
goods, spatulas to sandwich boxes. It
looks like a double row of absolute
bargains but look closer.
Environmentalists
and eco-warriors
should be

Valentines
delights for that
special person

6

Now or Never!

familiar with the terms of perceived
and planned obsolescence. For those of
you who aren’t, perceived obsolescence is a vagary and diktat of fashion,
outmoded and so last year, from
clothes to mobile phones. Style gurus
and technology journalists fall over
themselves to tell us what we must and
must not be seen with. Most anarchists
can live without the fashionable component but planned obsolescence, especially for anyone on a budget is more
difficult to avoid. Planned obsolescence is the inherent build quality of a
product, a deliberate research and
development department construct in

There are no pretensions
here, no tasteful lighting or
pleasing pastel shaded walls to
put you at ease, just stark
overhead fluorescent lighting

that the manufacture and standard of
material used gives it a, dependent on
use, fixed working life. Eventually it
will break and you will have to go out
and buy a new one. The perfect balance here for capitalism and it’s constant cycle of production is getting the
consumer not to immediately realise it
is a piece of nasty shit, allowing a
mathematical formula of X number of
uses divided by Y period of time before
the product is off to the landfill and
you’re back down the shops.
Planned obsolescence products in
Poundland abound, this goes for all the
non-perishable items in the store, their
working longevity can in many cases
be measured in weeks or days rather
than years and months. I steal a glance
both ways, sure in the knowledge that
the overhead camera will not detect
my exact actions. Halfway along
the household aisle are a
stack of circular

Beware
pricier
imitators

clothes hangers, the things you hang
your smalls on. Thin plastic pegs on
even thinner plastic hooks attached to
the round main body all wrapped in a
cellophane shroud. I examine the item
and with a modicum of pressure, pull
an individual peg to test its hooks
capability, it gives immediately with a
barely audible snap. Pretty fucking
useless. The clothes hanger’s life
expectancy and survival rate is comparable to a butterfly on amphetamine
sulphate or Stephen Hawking being
stalked by a leopard.

The real cost of such an item? Well
obviously it has taken a pound out of
your purse but the hidden expenses
that this product has taken out of the
environment from extraction to manufacture, transportation to point of sale
and finally the dustbin, even if its
materials are recyclable, are both monetary and environmental. You will pay
through taxes, local and national for its
collection for refuse and disposal
whilst the planet will pay the ecological cost through the toxic chemical and
carbon dioxide run-off, the country of
extraction and manufacture bearing the
brunt of this. The myopia of capitalism
does not see sustainability or the needed longevity of an item, even if it did,
it would view both those considerations as enemies. It would cite freedom
of consumer choice and the creation of
employment worldwide. The freedom
to buy, make and sell crap, that’s what
keeps the world spinning in the eyes of
the stock exchanges, market economists and industrialists.
Aisle number three starts off with a
long stretch of stationery items.
Twenty biros a quid, assorted sized
envelopes, computer peripherals, data
CD-Rs that you probably wouldn’t
trust with impor-

tant information. Through placement of
standard stationery to computer bits to
electrical wire connectors, the aisle
segues effortlessly into a tool and hardware section. As with the clothes hanger mentioned previously, there is a lot
of rubbish here as well, screwdrivers
whose blades would give in before the
screw turned, hammers with heads that
wobble worryingly on their handles,
“Watch out behind!” Some items, however, are reasonable quality named
DIY brands. Poundland is known for
its vulture like circling of failing companies, swooping down for cheap bulk
stock pickings once the retailer has
expired in the dry desert of retail. The
bleached bones of Woolworths labelled
products are strewn around the shelves
of nails, picture hooks and silicone
sealant.

A

s it is early February and
Valentine’s Day is just more
than a week away,
Poundland cash in with an
over-dramatised selection of banal,
tasteless tat. Maybe the shop should be
congratulated on saving last years
unsold Halloween stock from the landfill, though I suspect that was not high
on Poundland’s head office’s agenda
when they sat down wondering what to
do with all their excess crap. So items
such as a horny Devil toy (a red, six
inch high felt imp) are made over from
their darker connotations to a theme of
romance. A devils trident, its prongs
now coated with a spongy material.
Saint Valentine’s Day to All
Hallows’ Eve, nothing is sacred if
there’s a quid to be made. Coming
soon, exclusively to Poundland,

Summer and Winter Solstice druid’s
cowls, just former old ladies rain bonnets with a I Luv Stonehenge sticker
on.

That final aisle, the food aisle. Mixed
emotions take hold of me, a feeling of
both disappointment but relief. My
proposed empirical research will and
cannot take place. It is not “sod this for
a game of soldiers” after a few days
but just by being ten minutes in
Poundland, I realise that with my
dietary requirements, it would be injurious to my health. If you think two
litre bottles of 7UP and giant

Poundland is known for its
vulture like circling of failing
companies, swooping down
for cheap bulk stock pickings
once the retailer has expired

Toblerone bars can fulfil your nutritional requirements, then this is the
place for you. There are other foodstuffs of course, but in the main, snack
or packaged foods. Whether you could
make a balanced meal from all the
canned meat and tinned vegetables is
questionable.

As I approach the till, I look down in
the supplied shopping basket: One
pack of non-milk chocolate Ruffles
bars; a Mischief Night DVD and a pack
of eight AA batteries. Three quid in
total. My original shopping list of

items has not been met in the slightest
and not just for the reason of lack of
choice. The ethos of “everything’s a
pound” swings both ways. There are
bargains of course but you will also
find the same branded items elsewhere
in other retail outlets well below the
pound mark. The simplification of a
single price unit for all benefits the
consumer in mathematical working
but, here and there, Poundland is using
this simplification to dazzle the customer. For anyone currently struggling
with their household budget, be wary
of both the cost of the products on sale
and their quality.

I hand over three quid to a disinterested clerk at the checkout and refuse the
offered flimsy carrier bag, scooping up
the items and stuffing them in my
pockets, a couple of the chocolate bars
will not make it very far on my journey. Outside Poundland’s entrance
doors the street lights flicker on, struggling against the darkening evening
gloom and I trudge home, an unfulfilled consumer.

Poundland is a microcosm of modern
day capitalism. All the products we
think we need and those we know we
don’t, but still buy them anyway. Our
freedom to shop, our freedom to consume. Buy stuff and feel liberated for a
few minutes, staving off the everyday
ennui for a brief period. What we buy
defines us and we are wretched. What
we buy enslaves us and it is time to
break the chains.

Leave the BOY Alone
“The BOY turned out to be
the hottest property in advertising. Enigmatic smile on the
delicate young face... The BOY
was too hot to handle. Temples
were erected to the BOY and
there were posters of his face
seventy feet high and all the
teenagers began acting like the
BOY, looking at you with a
dreamy look lips parted over
their Wheaties. They all
bought BOY shirts and BOY
knives running around like
wolf packs burning, looting,
killing it spread everywhere
that summer”
- William Burroughs
The Wild Boys
“We just wanted to open a
shop, call it BOY, start trouble”
- Stephane Raynor

Paul Knight on fashion, symbolism,
subculture and the relaunch of the iconic BOY London clothing label

S

cene: Art school house party in 2002 or 2003. House is what appears to
be an old coaching inn, now set back from the road in a second hand
car yard. Abattoir behind. Sky is that Norfolk just before dawn peacock
blue, but the air is still warm. Smell of wood smoke and skunk.
Everywhere, people are interacting- dancing, laughing. It's a very good partythe music is loud and not a threatening vibe in sight. I have arrived with Dave
the Rave, who gets invites to these things. Inside are more people dancing and
drinking- the main room would have been the bar, and is so full it's hard to reach
the decks. It turns out they appreciate my blend of old hardcore and jungle. 4AM
by Orca- always loved this record but looking back now I find that it reminds
me of THIS party, of all the parties I ever played it at.

Later on, once everything is calmer, I am sitting enjoying the little rushes, passing the joints back and forth. On the other side of the room is a strikingly good
looking boy walking around with a video camera. Being the deviant that I am, I
decide immediately that I want to talk to him. Eventually, I manage to engage
him in conversation and it's fantastic, because he is a proper deviant too. It's
clear that he's straight, and does not see me as a sexual object- which makes me
sad, but it doesn't matter because we share a horrible sense of humour. It also
doesn't stop me attempting to try it on, laughably unsuccessfully, but he's really
a very nice guy and doesn't seem to mind (too much). His name is Rhys, and it's
his house.

Fast forward a decade. Dave the Rave has moved to Osaka and is painting beautiful graffiti for a living. I am still in Norwich, writing this gibberish and getting
banned from places for violations of good taste in stand-up. I guess I'm living
the dream, in other words. Or something like the dream... Meanwhile, Rhys has

since the Second World War has produced
its own dissident youth culture groups,
evolving and reacting against each other
over time. Teddy boys, mods and rockers,
skins, punks, new romantics... And each
has developed its own semiotic dress
codes- ways to show you belong to the
tribe... Shorthand for belonging... Since the
'50s, these modes of dress became more
fetishised and extreme- not just a way of
showing belonging any more, but also a
way of shocking “straight” society- an
obvious example is John Lydon wearing a
swastika- not because he was a Nazi sympathiser, but as an orchestrated fuck you.
Predictably, some people were very offended- and they were meant to be- but they
had missed the point. This was the pop art
re-appropriation of the symbolism of fascism- reclamation- in the same way that the
Gay rights movement adopted the pink triangle of their concentration camp uniforms
as a symbol of defiance- and sure enough,
the gay crowd “got” BOY in a big way.

I

moved to London and set up his own clothing brand LONG. With an unmistakable
and immediately recognisable collection of
T-shirts and over 200 stockists worldwideit's exploded... Furthermore, he has, (alongside his partner at LONG, Gareth Emmett)
relaunched iconic fashion label BOY with
its original creator Stephane Raynor;
beloved of everyone from Andy Warhol to
original Kings Road punks, to Rihanna.
The original incarnation of BOY collapsed
in the 1990s. Now, after a long period of
absence, the prodigal BOY is back. The
designs are striking- runic, potentially blasphemous, possibly satanic and clearly
inspired by fascist aesthetics, while also
nodding to various icons across time and
space from alchemical symbols to Disney
via Tom of Finland.

I

t transpires that I find myself writing
a piece about fascist aesthetics in
high fashion in reaction to the horrible fascist rant by designer John
Galliano (see page 12) to some women in a
French restaurant. The research for this
piece leads me to suspect an undercurrent
of Nazi ideology and imagery in the world

of fashion- something to do with unblemished Aryan bodies and aristocratic narcissism. While I'm writing, the LONG/BOY tshirt designs I've seen keep bubbling up
into my mind- but there's a dissonance
there- despite using elements of fascist
design, the finished result is paradoxically
enough, not a thing of fascism. There is

I have a feeling there's some
kind of post-post-modern
mischief afoot. I am not
wrong. It’s about culture
jamming and style terrorism

obviously something quite complex going
on. I decide to call and ask about it.
Knowing Rhys as I do, I have a feeling
there's some kind of post-post-modern mischief afoot. I am not wrong. This wasn't
ever going to be John Galliano in a Paris
eatery. This was going to be about culture
jamming and style terrorism.
I am fascinated by such phenomena. It is
interesting to note that each generation

had been trying to condense my
ideas about BOY into understandable
English phrases for some time before
I caught up with Rhys on the phone.
This latest incarnation was a complex
thing- a web of pop art ontological games
and layers of post-post modern self reference, using iconic occult, fascist and pop
cultural signs as objet trouvé- something
like sampling- taking reified elements and
presenting them in new context. It was also
evading normal language and making me
write like a tosser academic. But there was
little to be done. It did indeed fulfill many
of the criteria of the “readymade” type of
“found art”- re-designating the found symbols as pure art objects in the same way as
Marcel Duchamp to some extent, but also
much in the manner of Jasper Johns. The
layers of association were extremely denseI was particularly reminded of the Jasper
Johns’ Flag series of paintings, and of his
bronze sculpture of a coffee tin filled with
paint brushes- by placing the object with a
non-art use in a fine art context (in the case
of Johns, an art gallery, cast in bronze) the
artist designated the object as fine art,
while also retaining all the cultural history
that intrinsically came with it. Work like
this brings us back to fundamental questions about what art is, and more specifically, what art is not.
The BOY designs looked like a kind of ritual reversal of the accepted symbols of
oppression with a healthy understanding of
pop art, profanity and religious kitsch
thrown in for good measure. A kind of
reverse-reverse symbolism. The product of
pop eating its own tail like Ouroboros. On
one level it felt like a kind of
cultural blood-letting- catharsis,
a release of pressure. An exor-
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cism perhaps, or a way of dealing with
taboo images and ideas in a paranoid postreligious society. Both the sacred and the
profane deal with danger, otherness, the
forbidden and the taboo, and it is not simply word play to suggest that BOY has
come to represent a strange pinnacle of
“cult” design. There is something deeply
apocalyptic about it.

T

here was a shift away from the
blatant use of clothing as a kick
in the face of straight society in
the late 1980's and early 1990ssomething I put down to the particular
nexus of musical technologies (such as
sampling), new drugs (MDMA) and the
historical moment that produced electronic
dance music and rave culture in this country. Suddenly the paradigm shifted. Instead
of getting in people's faces with highly
individualistic punk battle dress, the new
paradigm favoured anonymity and disappearance- a complete rejection of society
by groups like the New Age travellers.
Interestingly, this was apparently much
more of a threat to the fabric of society
than previous dissident youth culture
groups had represented- as is evidenced by
the amount of legislation brought in to
combat the potentially revolutionary
aspects of the free rave movement.

In the time between the Criminal Justice
Act and the Terrorism Act the UK has
become the most surveillance obsessed
society on the planet, boasting more CCTV
cameras per citizen than any other.
Paranoia and perpetual fin-de-siécle angst
has become normality- everybody is
expecting the apocalypse at any second.
Subculture has responded by revelling in
apocalyptic imagery, and particularly by
the adoption of the hood- not style terror-

ism as the original punks would perhaps
understand it- this is more covert, while
still clearly designed to threaten mainstream society. In other words, a true product of its time.

To give a great example, there are even
hoodies available online featuring textiles
inspired by battleship “dazzle” camouflage.
This features geometric blocks of contrasting colours interrupting and overlaying
each other. This has the curious effect of

Paranoia and perpetual finde-siécle angst has become
normality- everybody is
expecting the apocalypse at
any second
breaking the outline of the object- the battleship does not “read” as a battleship.
Fascinatingly, this has the same effect in
clothing- in particular, that the outline and
distinctive features of the wearer are broken
up when viewed by CCTV and digital
video cameras. People have even developed
Dazzle make-up and hair-cut combinations
which fool advanced face recognition software using the same techniques. The technology can't focus, and just slides off.
Fascinating stuff and very much a symbol
of this distinct moment in history. All this
predictably terrifies conservatives and
Daily Mail readers. What could be worse
than gangs of youths? Gangs of youths who
are invisible under CCTV. They imagine
something like a cross between Predator
and the London Riots. It's enough to give
Littlejohn an aneurysm.
But getting back to the BOY, what I find
really interesting is that since the label

appeared in 1976 it has been adopted by
many disparate youth culture groups, spanning generations in a way which would
appear to be unique in popular culture- in
other words, it remains a consistent stream
of imagery throughout the culture of youth
rebellion, worn by many leftists and anarchists but never (to my knowledge) by the
far right wing. The punks loved it, but so
did the new romantics and various gay subcultures and now it has been re-appropriated by a new genus of mutant post-industrial, post-internet, post-rave, post-Brass Eye,
post-war-on-terror popular culture that now
exists.

T

his new generation of designers,
writers, musicians and artists are
by nature highly referential, having been exposed to a greater
number of quick fire images than any previously. They read semiotics quicker than
any previous generation- and their visual
vocabulary is huge. They are also highly
aware of advertising mechanisms and salesspeak and treat it at best with a wry smile
but often with open contempt. They are
suspicious- particularly of politics and religion. They are tribal in outlook, satirical in
temperament and their work nods to eclectic influences from every age since the
monkey picked up a pen and started making marks. These people could only exist
now- they are the curious product of the
particular economic, technological and
political times they live in. They are also
the latest incarnation of a cultural lineage
which touches on the attitudes of punk
rockers, Victorian Decadents, the Beat
Generation, and groups of dissidents, anarchists, pirates and heretics going back to
the ancient world. Iconoclasm has a long
and honourable history. As does satire.

Rhys
Dawney
Paul Knight talks to
one half of the talent
behind LONG
Clothing and the rejuvenated BOY London
I PICK UP the phone. It's been a long time
since we spoke but we seem to pick up right
where we left off. The success doesn't seem to
have changed Rhys in any noticeable waywhich comes as a great relief- it's just like old
times.

So how did it all come about?
I used to hang out in the East End, and one day
came across Stephane's [Raynor] shop on
Redchurch Street- it was a bit like a junk shop
crossed with a Fritzl style dungeon. I met Stephane
there- we got talking and he started telling me stories about selling shirts to Malcolm McLaren and
Vivienne Westwood from the back of a van. He
later opened the infamous ACME Attractions store
selling pieces like the famous Tom of Finland cowboy print shirts. It got so popular that eventually
everyone from Madonna to Boy George wanted to
be seen wearing BOY. Unfortunately it collapsed
under the weight of its own success and then, as
Stephane would put it “everyone got shot”.

Sounds reasonable.
Stephane was still selling vintage BOY pieces from his shop, but there was a
25 year hiatus before we started producing the new designs. The last year has
been a rollercoaster- we now have outlets all over the world, and I've just
launched the LONG/BOY range in Selfridges- they let us DJ in the store!

So what about the political significance of the designs?
Well, Stephane would definitely say that the original punk ethic wasn't politicalat least not in the way that it became later- it just wasn't there to begin with.

Fair enough. But what about the occult significance?
I wanted to design things for LONG which referenced the things I like- the LONG font is from an
Ouija board for instance. The Blair Witch looking rune you've seen means “unity” and was a way
of referencing the rave ethos while also referencing horror movies and other stuff I like- even old
war games. The original BOY logo was designed by Peter Christopherson from Throbbing Gristlewho also designed the cover of The Dark Side of the Moon by Pink Floyd. The symbolism we've
been using is confused, stolen and borrowed from elsewhere.

And the parties?
The parties began as a way to raise brand awareness, but also an excuse to put on the kind
of parties we wanted to go to ourselves- a logical progression from the old house parties.
But it wasn't like any of this was planned. When I moved to London, I spent two years
working in shit jobs and going mad- it was making me ill- but right when I was on the
point of giving up, this all happened. Now we've just been asked to DJ in Berlin and
Barcelona… Last week BOY ended up styling Rihanna for The Jonathan Ross Show- it's
weird, she is obsessed with East London. She shot her last video here and wore BOY leggings. Britney even filmed a video recently outside Nando's in Dalston...

It is, as they say, a funny old world. Well, so much for theory.
It almost seems like Rhys is too busy for theory- too busy having fun by the sound of things, and that's no bad thing. We
resolve to hook up and drink. I'm pleased, because to be honest, it's still very hard to leave the boy alone.
www.longclothing.com

www.leavetheboyalone.com

“It got so popular that eventually everyone from
Madonna to Boy George
wanted to be seen wearing
BOY”

Nazi Chic
or

When I said a little
black number would
be appropriate, I didn't
mean your SS uniform
Paul Knight takes a look at
the links between the fashion
world, Nazis, advertising,
mind control and the occult

“I love Hitler... people like you would be dead. Your
mothers, your forefathers would all be fucking gassed”
- John Galliano

“I am deeply shocked and disgusted by the video of
John Galliano’s comments that surfaced today”
- Natalie Portman

“Natalie Portman is an idiot. She should fuck oﬀ”
- James Brown ('celebrity' hairdresser)

“Nigger... nigger... nigger... nigger... nigger... nigger...
nigger... nigger”
- James Brown (“celebrity” hairdresser in conversation with black TV
presenter Ben Douglas after the 2011 BAFTA awards)

I

n the past twelve months I have been
disturbed by a new trend for racist and
pro-fascist outbursts by various members of the fashion community. Is this
simply the latest shock tactic in an industry
which relies on staying “edgy” to shift units
of stock, or is it something more disturbing?
Do elements of the fashion industry have a
genuinely Neo-Nazi ideology which goes
deeper than the kitsch value of Nazi chic? I
decided to check it out- and turned up a tangle of references which seem like too much
to be simple coincidence.

Most interestingly, I noticed a consistent
stream of BDSM (bondage and discipline;
dominance and submission; and sadism and
masochism), black magic/Satanist symbolism
and fascist ideology which surfaced in Nazi
Germany and continues onto the catwalks of
today. I am the first to admit that I do tend to
see conspiracies everywhere and that I have
been compared to the
kid from the Sixth
Sense. Except I see
Nazis. Not dead Nazis.
Living ones.

into the industry- because they know it
works. Modern advertising makes a great
deal of use of semi-hidden symbolism as well
as carefully constructed slogans using techniques like neuro-linguistic programming to
sell products and ideas in mercenary fashion.

The Nazis were certainly aware of the power
of symbolism- specifically in the context of
“attempting to change the world around them
using symbols”- that is to say magically, for
want of a better word. Nazi symbolism is full
of esoteric meaning- its death’s heads,
swastikas and runic double lightning flash
insignia are particularly loaded with occult
semiotics as even the most cursory research
will prove.

The essence of this would seem to lie in the
Nazis’ roots stemming from aristocratic
occult “volkish” societies such as the Thule
society, whose membership included many
notables including future
deputy Fuhrer Rudolph
Hess. Many of the
Nazis’ most extreme
policies- including the
extermination of
“impure” groups- were
directly inspired by their
obsession with a distorted reading of Scandinavian/Germanic folk
custom and mythology- something we see
recurring in the world of Nazi Death Metal. I
do not believe that the mythology of
Germany and Scandinavia is inherently fascist, but I do believe that it has been co-opted
by revisionist fascists to advance their agenda, and to provide spurious links to ancient
history for their movement.

Do elements of the fashion
industry have a genuinely
neo-Nazi ideology which
goes deeper than the kitsch
value of Nazi chic?

Even the most staunch
anti-fascist would admit
that the National
Socialists knew a thing or two about designwe might not like them, but the SS did look
good (if you like that sort of thing), and few
would dispute the influence of Nazi design
theory on modern advertising- particularly in
modern logo design.

Logos are an interesting subject in themselves from an occult perspective. What is a
modern company logo? A simple design
which attempts to visually sum up a collection of abstract ideas which the company
hope to convey to the viewer- something like
a pictogram or a hieroglyph- a symbol with a
specific meaning and desired affect in the
mind of its maker. Chaos magicians among
you will recognise that the same basic
methodology underpins logo design and the
creation of magical sigils. A sigil is simply a
design created by a magician which ties up a
desired affect into a simple drawn glyph
which the magician hopes will affect the
world around him. Those interested in this
subject would be rewarded by taking a look
at the art of Austin Osman Spare, and the
writing of Peter Carroll. Although many of
you will scoff at the idea of “magic”, I'm
sure far less of you will scoff at the power of
“advertising”- despite them being functionally exactly similar.

For “advertising” you might as well read
“mind control”- (in that advertising seeks to
influence your behaviour)- both advertising
and “brain washing” work using the same
subtle mechanisms to affect human behaviour; with the budgets associated with big
brand advertising, it would seem that there
are plenty of organisations out there willing
to invest large amounts of time and money

Operation
Paperclip: Nazi
Scientists working
at NASA

You will buy
our Nazi
fashions...

I put a
(Nazi)
spell on
you

For my money, it doesn't matter whether you
buy into the “real life” existence of “magic”
or not- because whether you believe it or not,
there are people out there who do. In the case
of Nazi occultists, those people often seem to
utilise certain recurring, accepted “shorthand”
symbols and aesthetics in their work. I would
say that many of these symbols represent the
principles associated with aristocracy and
racial purity (literally “good breeding”)- as
well as all sorts of themes surrounding master/slave relationships, whether on grounds of
race or BDSM based sexuality. I would add
that there do seem to be bona fide links
between this stream of imagery in fashion,
and imagery/symbolism associated with military/government mind control experiments,
as I will hopefully unpack below.
Regular readers of Now or Never! will know
that I am a paranoid individual, deeply troubled by the whole notion of “mind control”this has led to obsessive research on the subject for half my life, which in turn has
unearthed much information which has consistently scared and troubled me (see Now or
Never! issue #17). Although I have covered
much of the following information in another article, I think it
is worth going over the basics.
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Further evidence
of the Nazi’s
obsession with
the occult

he story starts with Nazi experimentation into torture techniques
and brain washing in the death
camps- particularly at Dachau (do
a Google search for Hubertus Strughold) but
also elsewhere. Immediately following the
war, the American Office of Strategic
Services (OSS), the precursor to the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) put together a
secret project called Operation Paperclip
designed to find high ranking Nazi scientists
before the Soviets got to them, and smuggle
them to the States to work on secret research
projects. Paperclip is certainly a matter of
record and the Americans admit to having
saved over 600 Nazi scientists in this way,
many of whom undoubtedly should have
been tried as war criminals, but everyone got
distracted by the Cold War (see Reinhard
Gehlen), and the hunt for Nazi war criminals
was left to various eccentric Nazi hunters
operating independently (see Simon
Weisenthal et al.).

In the 1950s the Americans put together a
gigantic research project looking into practical techniques of behaviour modification. The
project was called MK-Ultra, and it started
where the Nazi research had finished, and
included research and human experimentation
testing potential mind control drugs, hypnosis, starvation, sensory deprivation, verbal
and sexual abuse, electroshock and various
forms of torture in combinations designed to
alter the brain function of unwitting subjects.

The project was huge- eventually taking up
about 8% of the total CIA budget for at least
two decades. Nobody (outside of the CIA)
really knows how many people were experimented on as part of MK-Ultra (as many of
the records and documentation are either still
classified or have “mysteriously disappeared”), but the victims must surely number
in the thousands. The CIA claim that they
have stopped the experimentation, and Bill
Clinton even publicly apologised for it, but
many researchers in this area believe that the
experiments continued after the late 1970s
(when the CIA publicly foreswore such activity) and that they even expanded on them.
The “Holy Grail” of this type of research is
to create mind controlled “Manchurian
Candidate” style hypnotised agents for
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Your head
if the
Nazis had
their way

covert operations and for use as unwitting sleeper agents, drugs couriers and
child sex slaves (apparently often used
in honey trap operations to blackmail influential rapists- see Johnny Grosch, Larry E King
and the Franklin cover-up). Over the years
various individuals have claimed to be, or
been suspected of being, mind controlled,
including Lee Harvey Oswald, Sirhan Sirhan,
Timothy McVeigh and Rudolph Hess (there's
that name again). The list of potential MKUltra programmed agents is long, and makes
for weird reading- not least because most of
the research on this seems to have been done
by various right wing Christians, who are a
decidedly odd bunch themselves.

In the 1950s the Americans
put together a gigantic
research project looking
into practical techniques of
behaviour modification
MK-Ultra did eventually turn out a very comprehensive and recently declassified torture
and “enhanced interrogation” manual (codenamed KUBARK) which would appear to
form the basis of the interrogation techniques
employed during the War on Terror in the
various US secret prisons. For more information on the secret prison network which the
CIA operate see the Reprieve website, who
are a charity dealing with providing legal representation to people held under
Extraordinary Renditions in places like
Guantanamo Bay.

H

ow, I hear you ask, am I going to
tie this to the world of fashion?
Well, if we accept that advertising, magic and mind control all
use the same basic techniques- specifically
the manipulation of symbols loaded with hidden meanings, we can start to look at the
worlds of high fashion and pop culture in a
different light. I would contend that the fashion industry provides a superb opportunity to
affect a kind of mass mind control. One of
the first techniques of any good mind controller is to manipulate their subject by
exploitation of malnutrition- if you are hungry, you are more suggestible and malnourished people test an average of 10-15 IQ
points lower than their well fed counterparts.
It is tempting to say that this could be why
many models seem to be neurotic and unintelligent. Let’s face it- 10-15 points is quite a lot

to lose if you
only had 85 to
begin with.

Furthermore, it is
no secret that the
fashion industry is
awash with hard drugs- so keep 'em hungry
and keep 'em wired. That covers the professional models- however, the sexualisation of
hungry looking models has further implications for the general public who try to emulate the emaciated look, and who in the
process render themselves physically weak
and mentally suggestible.

Anybody who has dealt with malnourished
people and people with eating disorders such
as anorexia nervosa will know that people on
the point of starvation exhibit some extreme
mental states including depression, paranoia
and even full blown delusions. This isn't surprising- if you cannot feed the body then the
brain simply begins to malfunction.

The situation is not helped by the fact that we
are developing negative body images younger
and younger. It is no longer uncommon to
find pre-adolescents who think they are fat,
ugly and old looking- which seems very sadand can only really be blamed on the constant
stream of marketing images children in our
culture are routinely subjected to. Can the
ethos underlying most commercial fashion
images be written off simply as an accepted
aesthetic within the industry, or could there
be subtle symbolism encoded into fashion
and pop culture by parties with a far right
wing agenda? Enter John Galliano, stage
right.
This is a possibility which has not escaped
the notice of artist Maciej Toporowicz, whose
1991 film Obsession juxtaposes images of
Calvin Klein's “Eternity” campaign, featuring
Kate Moss, with images by Nazi propagandist Leni Riefenstahl. The Oxford Handbook
of Holocaust Studies notes that ‘the strength
of this work...lies in the sexy seductiveness
of the white body... the body of... Kate Moss
which is “unmarked” and therefore does not
read as “racialised” nevertheless depends on
visual tropes of “whiteness” and notions of
“purity” that can be traced to ancient Greek
statuary. Such works were the foundation for
the hyper classicised visual imagery of Nazi
painting and sculpture that was meant to represent the Aryan ideal and have long served
as the touchstone for the idealised beauty of

Was Nazi
ritualistic
slaughter
on the
agenda?

L

contemporary advertising... Toporowicz's
work does not imply that these images are the
same, but that the mobilisation of a racialised
sexual desire in fascist imagery survives in
the logic of consumer capitalism’.

et's take a look at the work of
Leni Riefenstahl, a film maker
noted for her sense of aesthetics
who made propaganda for the
Nazis- most notably a film entitled Triumph
des Willens documenting the 1934
Nuremberg Rally, and whose films of the
1936 Berlin Olympics contain many single
frames which look surprisingly like a modern
Abercrombie and Fitch catalogue. The archetype of the dashing, blond “ivy league” preppy type is more relevant than it first appearsthe whole thing is tied up in notions of aristocracy and good breeding- a phrase which
has more than a little ring of eugenics and the
Overman to it. Bred for success, as they say.
It's something we also see quite clearly whenever Prince Harry dons an SS uniform for
japes, or when F1 boss Max Mosely gets
caught with a bunch of Ilsa She-Wolf of the
SS style BDSM prostitutes. Narcissism and
Nazism go hand in hand it seems- the only
logical conclusion of an innate sense of superiority combined with a reduced sense of
empathy. High performance motor-sport and
couture have one thing in common- they are
both the preserve of the narcissistic rich.

Interestingly, the high fashion/aristocracy
obsessed Madonna has name checked Leni
Riefenstahl in the credits of her new film W.
E. which tells a revisionist version of the
story of King Edward VIII and Wallis
Simpson. Among the film’s many shortcomings is its seeming whitewash of King
Edward's links to Nazi Germany.
Furthermore, Madonna has also name
checked designer John Galliano in the credits, who himself has been in trouble for making a bit of a faux pas on film.

Many of you will remember rat faced fashion
thing John Galliano’s offensive outburst (see
the opening quote of this article) in a Paris
restaurant- would the slimy little bastard have
said these things if he knew he was being
recorded? Who knows? But the comments
are now a matter of record, and it is hard to

Time Waster

Suggestive
(Nazi?)
imagery in
advertising
has been
with us for
some time

Yet
another
Nazi...

find anyone who could misread
the sentiment they convey- John
Galliano is an anti-semite and a
Hitler-loving Neo Nazi- in his
own words no less- and this
despite being a superb contender
for ending up in a concentration
camp wearing a pink triangle himself.

When Natalie Portman voiced her displeasure at Galliano's ugly fascist rant, who would
spring to his defence? None other than James
Brown, buddy of Kate Moss and hairdresser
to the stars (who is- to avoid confusion- from
Croydon and not the American funk vocalist
of the same name). Brown rallied to the
defence of Galliano with the inspired retort
you will also find at the top of this articlewhich is a pretty weird response unless he
empathises with Galliano. Brown, who is an
avowed monarchist who describes Prince
Charles as the best dressed man alive,
showed his true colours again at the Bafta
Awards, when he called black TV presenter
Ben Douglas a “nigger” 8 times in a single
breath, while branding one of his assistants a
“nigger's bitch”. Nice fellow.

High performance motorsport and couture have one
thing in common- they are
both the preserve of the
narcissistic rich
James Brown is probably best known for his
long standing friendship with model Kate
Moss- who numbers several seemingly fascist individuals among her friends, and
whose wedding would seem to be full of significant symbolism. Kate Moss has always
been a controversial figure in fashion- her
waif-like frame inspired the “heroin chic” of
the '90s (precursor to the modern “size zero”
trend) leading to a number of significant contracts, including one for Hugo Boss, who
recently apologised for their role in the Third
Reich, using forced labour to produce thousands of uniforms for the SS.

The Moss wedding (which in many ways
provided a symbolic mirror to the royal wedding with rival Kates competing for coverage) was no small affair- entailing the closure

of an entire village for several days. The
guest list included Primal Scream's Bobby
Gillespie who is himself known for a couple
of Nazi outbursts, including a fascist salute
during his performance at Glastonbury in
2005, as well as changing the wording of a
poster backstage signed by all the acts, from
“Make Poverty History” to “Make Israel
History”, and while I am certainly not pro
Israel with regard to their treatment of the
Palestinians, I would certainly not consider
that kind of statement to be appropriateimplying (as it would seem to) genocide.
Genocide being, as I am sure you will agree,
a bad thing.

The Daily Mail featured an excellent photo of
eight young bridesmaids all flashing the
accepted “Satan” hand gesture- however, perhaps significantly, the bridesmaids’ dresses
featured a “gypsy style” neckline- perhaps
they intended to gas them or sacrifice them in
scenes reminiscent of a wicker man style fertility ritual.
Tellingly, the Moss wedding dress was
designed by none other than one John
Galliano...
Enough already.

www.funnyexam.com - older children being witty beyond their
years, and younger children writing "cunt" instead of "cute"
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Harry K looks at religious predictions for
Armageddon – can he
help us survive 2012?

The End
of the
World is
Nigh

Christian Mainstream

Jesus said it would be within a generation.
Martin Luther said it would all be over by
1600. The Lady of Fatima’s vision (Catholic)
said the world would end in 1995. The
Methodist founding fathers predicted Jesus’
return: George Bell said 1763, Charles Wesley
said 1794 and John Wesley said 1836.

Pentecostal/Baptists

Billy Graham predicted ‘it would be over’ by
1952. Edgar Whisenant wrote a book called
88 Reasons the Rapture is in 88; when the
calendar ticked over to 1989 he wrote another
book called 89 Reasons... He also went for
1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 by which time
people stopped buying his books. Preacher
Lester Summroll cashed in with the books I
Predict 1986 and I Predict 2000. Millionaire
preacher and politician Pat Robertson went
for 1982 and 2007. Ronald Reagan thought
everything was set for the end of the world, as
did his Secretary of the Interior, James Watt,
who said: ‘why bother’ preserving wildlife, as
the Rapture was imminent (the Rapture is the
smug sense of righteousness believers are
hoping for when the world ends). My
favourite is Salem Kirban who thought killer
bees coming into the USA meant the end
times had arrived.

Millerites

Founded in the 1830s, they numbered tens of
thousands by 1843; when they began jumping
off rooftops to tie in with the moment of
Rapture and be caught and lifted to heaven.
Instead they faced headlines such as “WHAT!
- NOT GONE UP YET? - WE THOUGHT
YOU’D GONE UP! - AREN’T YOU GOING
UP SOON? - WIFE DIDN’T GO UP AND
LEAVE YOU BEHIND TO BURN, DID
SHE?” Some Millerites became the 7th Day
Adventists, who thought the world had ended
on a spiritual level and the judgement of the
dead is now happening (it’s just taking a bit of
time).
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The 7th Day Adventists then went for 1845,
1846, 1849 and 1851, then in a generation.
7th Day spin offs, the Davidians, thought it
would be 1959, then 1999 then 2001.
Spinning off from them are the Branch
Davidians, from Waco, who were massacred
in a Fed bust in the USA. Don’t confuse their
leader, David Koresh, with the man of the
same name who convinced hundreds of followers he was the Messiah in 1870 and that
we are all living on the inside of the world.

Millerite Charles Russell founded the
Jehovah’s Witnesses, and came up with an
end date of 1874, by measuring the pyramids,
and deciding Jesus did come back but was
invisible. They then predicted the end to be
1914, 1918, 1925 (when they built a house
ready for the returning Moses), 1938, 1941-2,
1975, 1984, 1994 and sometime before 2000,
often rewriting their old books to take out the
doom dates.

Time Waster

He is the
Messiah/Southcottians

In 1774 Joanna Southcott said she was a virgin and would give birth to the Messiah, she
didn’t. The Southcottians’ leader, George
Turner, predicted the end for 1820. When that
didn’t happen they got a new leader: John
Wroe who, after failing to walk on water in
1823, said the end would be in 1863 and then
1977. The Panacea society still keep a box of
Joanna’s today which is supposed to be full of
secrets.

Other self declared messiahs include:
Christopher Columbus; 18th century Shaker
leader, Mother Ann Lee, who predicted the
end in 1792, 1794 then 1800 and Hung Hsiu
Chuan in 1850, who lead an uprising of a million Chinese and captured Nanking before
becoming ill and killing himself.

www.davidmitchellisakoala.tumblr.com - he is, you know

In 1694 pilgrims from Germany sailed all the
way to America to greet Jesus – he didn’t turn
up.

Blame Satan

In 387 St Ambrose thought the devil had
arrived and invading Goths were bringing the
world’s end. In 1205 Joachim of Foire said
Richard I of England would defeat the
Antichrist and the new age would start in
1260. When it didn’t his followers thought he
meant 1290 or perhaps 1335 or even 1378. In
the 1600s the Old Believers (who split from
the Russian Orthodox Church over whether to
hold two or three fingers up to God) burnt
themselves to avoid Satan. Reverend Elliot
saw the French Revolution as Armageddon
and Napoleon as the Devil, although another
Reverend thought the Devil was actually
Napoleon III. Cotton Mathers, the witch burner of Salem, thought it would all end in 1697,
then 1716 and then again in 1736.

Bible Code and Science

16th century mathematician, Michel Stifel,
had to hide in jail from an angry crowd, who
had sold their possessions based on his end of
the world calculations. The inventor of logarithms, John Napier, added up the end as 1688
or 1697. In modern times the Bible Code has
given 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2006 (by an
atomic war started by Syria). Another mathematicians, William Whiston, one time vicar of
Lowestoft, worked out that comets would hit
the Earth in 1719, 1736 and 1791. In 1919
mobs rioted after meteorologist, Albet Porta,
said a planetary conjunction would rip the
Sun apart. Isaac Newton thought Jesus would
come back in 1948 and that the world would
end in 2000.

Random Christian Sects

The flagellants (yes they did flagellate themselves) expected the end in 1349. The
Taborites thought only five mountains would
survive the end of 1420. Angels told the mystic, Swedenburg, it would be 1757. The
Rosicrucians’ leader in 1680 guessed at 1860.
The Fifth Monarchists thought the plague and
fire of London in 1666 meant the end was
happening, so did Quaker Soloman Eccles
who was deported to the West Indies and went
on to ferment a slave revolt.

In 1832 Mormon inventor Joseph Smith said
it would happen in a generation, or by 1891 whichever was the sooner. Splitter groups
have said it was in 1969, 1997 and 2000.

Islam

Islam spin off Bahai, thought the world ended
as they were formed, in 1844, it just happened
spiritually. Sect leader and child sex offender,
Leland Jensen, said it would be 1980, then a
comet would hit Earth in 1987, apparently it
did - spiritually. Another sect leader, Neal
Chase, said Saddam Hussein would attack the
USA with nukes and start Armageddon.

Nation of Islam leader, Elijah Mohammed,
predicted 1966, Louise Farraken guessed at
1991, while 2001 was another Nation of Islam
date, when UFOs would come to kill off
Whitey.

Jewish

Rabbi Tzevi said he was the Messiah and the
end would be 1648, 1665 then 1666. Rabbi
Berg (Madonna’s Kabbalah teacher) gave
1999.

Asian Armageddons

The Moonies said it would be 1967, when
nothing happened they said it had been a spiritual awakening.
The Hindi Karnataka cult thought Vishnu
would appear in 1998, while Swami Sree
Brahmendra thought it was Krishna who
would return in 2003 .

Jain guru Bhagwan Rajneesh thought Aids
would kill us all off by 2000 but then he also
thought it would end in 1984 and 1990.

The Korean Tami Church went for 1992, with
a bonfire of possessions and hours of swaying
prayers. When leader Lee Jang Rim was
arrested he had a lot of money in bonds, ready
to mature in 1995!
Taoist Ping Wu thought it would be 2004.

The mixed up Buddhist Christian sect of Chen
Tao said God would arrive in 1998 on his
‘God plane’.

Even more mixed up
Buddhist/Christian/Hindu group Aum Shrinko
tried to bring on the end with their sarin
attack in Japan in 1995.

Native Americans

Kicking Bear, a Paiute Indian, thought it
would all happen in 1890 and Ghost Dancing
and special Ghost Shirts would stop bullets –
they didn’t. Floyd Hand, spiritual advisor to
Oglala Sioux, said the star people and
destruction would come in 1999. Sun Bear
thought it would be 2000, so did White
Buffalo Woman who said Jesus was going to
return in a space ship.

Aliens and Suicide

Alien races, the Orthons and the Ashtar,
warned of nuclear war in 1967. The excellently named Ox-Ho aliens were supposed to land
in 1969 and in 1996. Psychic Sheldon Nidle
said angels and space ships would visit and
we are currently living in a hologram world.
Other aliens shifted the world by 90 degrees
in 1999 or, alternatively, rescued us and
turned us into superheroes. 2001 should have
seen aliens and UFOs from Myton land in
London. In 2003 the Zetan aliens warned a
comet was going to stop the Earth’s rotation,
while UFOs from Rizq came to pick up the
Nuwaubians. The Heaven’s Gate Cult thought

they had to be dead to join the UFO hiding
behind comet Hale Bopp. So did the Solar
Temple Cult who were off to a planet near
Sirius. Their spin offs, the Isis Holistic
Centre in Tenerife, were arrested before they
could join the planet Aida.
Reverend Jim Jones led a mass suicide and
murder, in Johnstown in 1978, to avoid the
holocaust. When Armageddon didn’t happen
in 2000 a Catholic group went on a murder
and suicide spree, killing 1000 people in
Uganda.

Astrology

When 12th century astrologer John Toledo
said the end was coming, the Emperor of
Byzantium walled up his windows (because
that saves you from Armageddon). In 1524,
when the planets pointed to a worldwide
flood, 20,000 Londoners left for high ground;
the Prior of Bartholomew built a fortress and
Count von Igglehiem built an ark for himself.
When a slight drizzle started he was attacked
by the poor, who he had not allowed in, and
was killed. In modern times, astrologer Jean
Dixon said Russia would invade the Middle
East and nuke the USA in 1999.

New Age

Madame Blavatsky, who started the new age
Theosophy movement in 19th century, went
for 2000. Edgar Cayce, darling of the 60s,
saw Atlantis rising in 1998 and Earth’s axis
changing. The Church Universal and
Triumphant built a massive bomb shelter that
they hid in for a couple of days, before coming out claiming their prayers had prevented
Russia nuking the US.

A 9th century Mayan calendar clicks over on
21st Dec 2012. New age gurus love this
human-sacrificing civilisation and have mixed
in crystal skulls, snakes at the Earth’s core,
photon belts and book deals. Along for the
2012 band wagon are pyramid measurements
(wrong in 1881, 1928, 1936, 1953, 1960,
1977, 1979, 1981, 1982, 1994 and 2001).
Bible Code ‘expert’ Michael Drosnin is back
for a second go after predicting 2000. It’s
third time lucky for prophet Rebecca Harrison
after 2000 and 2003. The channelled alien
P’taah also goes for 2012, maybe causing the
alien black hole thingy seen by I Ching reader
Terrence Mckenna. Yogi Drunvalo
Melchizdek also believes the end is nigh, as
does Hindi Vijav Kumar who thinks it will be
World War 3, but he did get it wrong in 1998.
Professor Otto Rossler thinks the CERN particle accelerator will eat us in a black hole by
2012. But, before we are even there, the date
is creeping to 19th Feb 2013 and beyond –
place your bets now.
So, to survive 2012: don’t jump off roof tops;
don’t build arks; don’t listen to aliens; avoid
Catholics, the Feds and killer bees; cash in
with a book; hide in a shelter and pray – if we
survive you can then claim the credit. And if
we are still here Christmas 2012, the world
did end, just spiritually.

Now or Never!
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Game Over
W

e have recently noticed a worrying
trend in modern computer games. Gone
are the days of Pac Men and Froggers;
Manic Miners and Jet Set Willies or
Monkey Islands and Ecco the Dolphins. It’s now all
about kill-counts, carnage and maximum impact
destruction. It could almost be considered that the
youth are being trained to be desensitised towards
violence (although that would be Mary Whitehouseinspired twaddle). What we at Now or Never! would

like to know from the games industry is – where is
the love?

To combat this growing sense of pixelated malaise
and inspire a more socially conscientious gamer, we
have developed our own range of radical computer
games to impact the mindset of today’s youth.
Console yourselves with some of these upcoming
releases:

Beyond The Call Of Duty
YOU PLAY A nurse who has to work 38 hour shifts,
but gets kept behind by emergency injuries and callouts, attacked by drunk members of the public in
A&E, and restricted by senseless bureaucracy and
government threats of closure. You also have to juggle this with a hectic social life and threat of eviction
by an unsympathetic landlord. Welcome to Cameron
and Clegg’s Britain in the digital dimension!

Grand Theft Metro
-London Riots

PLAY A HOODIE kid running through
the wreckage of the London riots, grabbing as much loot as you can from abandoned supermarkets, shops and sports
boutiques. Make sure you avoid those cop
stings and be careful in case they call out
the National Guard with their water cannons!
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Super Gandhi
World

FOLLOW IN THE steps of Mahatma
Gandhi as you hop from different levels
performing peaceful protests, negotiating
train platforms, and being slaughtered by
the British Raj. Get special Toga Power so
that you can float around more easily and
attend political rallies without being shot.

Street Fighting Man

RECREATING SCENES FROM the 1968 Paris Riots, you
play Rene, a vigilante student who battles against various
foes of the establishment, such as the Gendarme, the quixotic system, eventually taking on President Charles de Gaulle
himself. You battle mainly using your special moves that
include Molotov cocktails, lemons and disgruntled poetry.

Solid Metal Gear

YOU PLAY A wheelchair user who has to
negotiate various unhelpful obstacles and overcome the rights of access to various public
buildings that don’t have adequate facilities.
Just like the real thing!

Better Dead Than Red
Redemption

ZOMBIES OF DEATH take over America, their minds
numbed by cultural reprogramming; making them
slaves to a totalitarian system that craves one thing –
more brains! Who’ll be bitten next?

Words: Sidney Street Porter
Illustrations: Zack Gardner
Now or Never!
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Lov Hate Music
Scumbalina endures
audial misery and
risks her relationship
with her neighbours
to explore the shady
and rubbish world of
far right music

O

the greatest bands and songwriters have
flown the flag for the cause of righteousness, The Rolling Stones’ Shelter , Public
Enemy’s Fight the Power, The Doors’
Unknown Soldier, Woody Guthrie’s This
Land is Your Land, Bob Dylan‘s The
Time’s They Are a-Changing, Edwin Star’s
War, The Clash’s Straight to Hell: yes, the
“left” have pretty much got the bag sewn
up on the kickass soundtrack front (providing Billy Bragg stays quiet). So were does
that leave God’s special little children on
the far right? What meagre crumbs
from His musical breadboard have
they managed to sweep up and form
into something, if not Earth shatteringly wonderful, at least vaguely
tolerable? The sad answer for them,
and currently for me and my neighbours, is none.

ver here on the sunny side of
right-on street, amongst the
socialists, the anarchists, the
crazy beatniks and radicals, we
mostly avoid the really naughty things in
life, or at least tut disapprovingly when
they rear their ugly heads - racism, sexism,
I must confess that when I began
homophobia, kicking small fluffy puppies
“researching” (listening to shite music)
in the face; from the sandal wearing
this subject I was slightly apprehensive;
Guardian reader to the brick wielding
what if it turned out neo-Nazi’s actually
black bloc anarcho, there is at least a genhave
a great line in toe-tapping
eral consensus amongst the majority of the
disco classics?
collective left that some
Over the years some That white
things are just not that
skincool.
of the greatest bands power
heads could
and songwriters have belt out a
Yet we still have much to
be ashamed of: Swappies, flown the flag for the tune so
melodic and
homeopathy, workshops on
cause of righteousness catchy that
female ejaculation, idiots
this article
wielding banners proclaimwould
have
to
be
ing that “We are all Hezbollah”, smugness,
rethought? I needn’t have
the Occupy Movement (oh come on, it is a
worried.
bit silly), Adrian Ramsay, this magazine.
But we pretty much have a good record
ABSURD are apparently
with music. Sure, we’ve got our Billy
one of the best known
Braggs (although I appear to be literally the
pagan National Socialist
only person I know who realises that he
death metal bands in
doesn’t need embracing and championing,
Germany - which unforturather taking out the back and having his
nately doesn’t look to be as
vocal chords forcibly removed). Yes, we’ve
niche a market as one
got incessant samba bands on every big
would have hoped. I begin
demonstration, and way more than our fair
with the demo’s God’s
share of bongos. But for every irritating
Death and Death From the
hippy with a penny whistle there’s a Joe
Forest. The first begins
Strummer, and for every bullshit celebrity
with impassioned ranting
charity single there’s Paul Robeson hollerand the sound of rallies over
ing Ol’ Man River, or N.W.A. belting out
stirring classical music,
Fuck tha Police. Over the years some of
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which makes me feel a bit dirty as I’m a bit
of a sucker for that kind of thing, even
though I assume it to be fascist diatribe. To
be fair, that might just be because it’s in
German - although I’m fairly confident it’s
more likely to be a Nuremberg Rally than
someone preaching love and harmony at
Das Deutschland Katzen Cuddlers’
Convention. Then there’s a weird bit where
it wounds like someone’s clanging
spoons together
for a while.
Then the
tunes kick
in. Years
ago my
other
half
went
through a
period of
lis-

tening to really dire anarcho-punk that
sounded like it had been recorded by dribbling idiots living underground using only
a kazoo for accompaniment, and thus the
phrase “shed-punk” was born. This, then, is
shed-metal. It’s just so ear-bleedingly awful
that I only click on a few random tracks
from Death From the Forest. It sounds the
same, but a bit sci-fi in places; which
makes me think of the upcoming Nazi’s on
the moon romp, Iron Sky. That’s the best
thing I can say about Absurd; they made
me think about something else that’s not
shit. Then it’s more of the same durgy
whiny shed metal misery. Again it reminds
me of the worst dregs of anarcho-punk - I
guess all sub-cultures have their cross to
bear.

In the interests of fairness I give their first
studio album Facta Loquuntur a listen. The
shed element is still there very slightly, but
appears to have been faded out in favour of
the Casio keyboard . More disconcerting is
that they make me think of a really really
angry Bill Bailey, which is a bit upsetting
to be honest.

Now, I’m probably not the best person to
judge death metal, being as I have decent
taste and like proper music and everything.
Maybe this is what it’s meant to sound like.
And maybe the lyrics, whatever the politics, are beautifully constructed and well
crafted, I don’t know, they were in foreign.
However, I’m going to assume that this is
not the case, and that the reason they’re
achieved such notoriety is not due to their
musical prowess, but the fact that the original band members were all imprisoned for
the murder of a 15 year old girl. I’m all up
for a bit of rock ‘n’ roll excess, throwing
TVs out of hotel windows and the like, but
that is dark.

LANDSER were a German neo-Nazi rock
band who appeared to never hear the
phrase “less is more”. Seriously, I have no
idea how they fitted in the time to hate
communists and homosexuals when they
were so busy growling over tinny cymbals
in a million equally terrible songs.
Brilliantly, they did a version of The
Chordettes’ Lollipop in which the singer
sounds like he’s channelling Animal from
The Muppets. They’re so shit they were
deemed illegal in Germany and their lead
singer was sent to prison for three years.

PRUSSIAN BLUE are frankly, the most
disturbing treat on my play list. You may
have heard of them from the 2003 Louis

Key:

Prison
Heinous Crimes
Ballads

Valhalla
Dead Singer

Ricky Gervais

Likely to Offend Neighbours

Shitty Drums
Children

Rousing German Speeches

Bill Bailey

Theroux documentary Louis and the
Nazi’s, or, when they became a well known
enough oddity to warrant their own feature,
James Quinn’s 2007 brilliantly titled Nazi
Pop Twins. The American twosome were
the brain-child of their mother, Lynx
Vaughan Gaede and named themselves
after the colour of Zyklon B residue, which
seems rather macabre for a pre-teen pop
duo.

through the song titles and am struck by
how similar it sounds to the play list from a
perfectly innocent punk album…Piece of
Shit Cop…Don’t Give a Fuck…Stand
Strong...You’re a Fucking Jew…hey, wait a
minute. Hey Nigger sounded like it might
be the most musically bearable on the
album with an agreeably bouncy guitar riff,
but my neighbour was putting his bins out
and I got all paranoid and turned it off.
I’m not sure what I was expecting when I
I can officially say there is
took it upon myself to
I can officially say
nothing more creepy than
spend a day listening to
hearing 2 small children
there is nothing more far-right music, maybe a
singing about race-hate.
few ditties about how
creepy than hearing 2 much they don’t like the
Imagine Daphne and
Celeste singing about
small children singing European Union or someValhalla backed by a guithing? It’s really not practiabout race-hate
tarist who only knows 3
cal listening to music that
chords. There’s always
necessitate someone taking
something slightly unsettling about 12 year
your 3 year old out of the house for the
old girls singing love songs, but when they
day, I don’t think I could manage being a
include the lyrics: “Skinhead boy, skinhead
neo-Nazi on purely logistical grounds. I
man, please stay true to our plan. Skinhead
check out pictures of Blue Eyed Devils
boy, skinhead man, someday you will save
and am pretty sure they are the kind of
our land”, you’re entering a whole new
smooth headed examples of Aryan manlirealm of disturbing. How on Earth did this
ness that Prussian Blue got all starry eyed
happen?! I can only assume that their
over. The thought makes me feel desperatepushy mother, upon realising they weren’t
ly uncomfortable and I try and find some
pretty enough for beauty pageants or bright
music by the Californian blues band of the
enough to win the national spelling bee,
same name to cheer myself, but all
decided that sticking them in cute Adolf
Youtube can offer are songs like White
Hitler smiley t-shirts and penning some
Victory and Holocaust and I give up.
songs about immigration was the best way
to hit the headlines.



Upon Googling BLUE EYED DEVILS
I’m surprised to discover they are an
American blues-influenced band. Having
geared myself up for a day of death metal
and Oi! I’m pretty much down with that. I
read on and learn they have a great love of
southern African-American music. This
doesn’t sound right, and I swiftly realise
that I’ve confused what look to be a perfectly enjoyable Californian blues band
with some neo-Nazi’s from Delaware.
Apparently they coined the phrase
“Hatecore” which isn’t really surprising, as
they do sound ever so angry. I start to read

Blue Eyed Devils,
also known as
Shouty Slaphead
Losers

Now or Never!
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of Scenery. Suddenly not being able to
understand the lyrics seems a bonus. Lead
singer Joe Rowan’s melancholy caterwauling is made even more poignant by the fact
that he is no longer with us, having been
murdered after a tribute concert for Ian
Stuart, lead singer of Skrewdriver, following his death in 1993. Rowan’s fellow band
members then went on to form Blue Eyed
Devils (the neo-Nazi hate core band, not the
African-American blues band). I have to
Well, I’d obviously not heard their second
admit that whilst the music
album, Hail The New
Skrewdriver’s 2nd
is dire, the back story adds
Dawn. Not only does it
pleasing factor of coherfeature a cover of a song
album, Hail The New aence,
like an eternal spiral
from Cabaret, the rest of it
of incestuous fuckwittery. I
sounds exactly like David Dawn sounds like
the more upbeat Back
Brent singing Free Love
David Brent singing give
to Valhalla! from the
Freeway. But with more
charmingly titled Born to
nationalism.
Free Love Freeway
Hate album a listen and in
fairness the music’s not too bad, but I’m
thrown into confusion when the lyrics come
in as Rowan seems to be singing to a totally
different tune. It makes my head hurt and I
NO REMORSE were one of the more
have to turn it off - it appears that whilst
notorious British white-power skinhead
they appreciate synchronicity in their
bands, cut from the same rancid cloth as
band’s relationships, they are less conSkrewdriver and with their roots in the
cerned with it in the recording studio.
Blood and Honour network. They were literally obsessed with Germany, but apparently not enough to begin any of their
songs with rousing speeches from the
1940s laid over some Wagner, so frankly,
iven music’s ability to uplift,
it’s hard to take their commitment seriousunite, inspire and inform, it’s
ly. I’m starting to notice a common theme
probably a very good thing that
of shitty tinny drumming throughout a lot
the far right have such a
of the bands, and No Remorse are no
shamefully shite collection of tunes to drag
exception. Over the years they seemed to
their knuckles to. Imagine a world in which
develop a slightly soft rock sound which
neo-Nazis belted out some of the best
frankly does them no favours, unlike their
sounds on offer - or if not actually good, at
white pride reworking of You Ain’t Seen
least with mass appeal. Say for example,
Nothing Yet, which is a thing of beauty and
that Justin Beiber was not only a freaky litas wondrous as Nick Griffin’s empty eye
tle Jesus loving man-child, sowing his plensocket.
tiful seed from the shores of Canada, but
his vile brand of teen pop was spreading the
message of white pride and Holocaust
denial? Imagine if Prussian Blue had the
same massive fan base as Lady Gaga?
The occasional laughingly bad ballad
Luckily, this will never be a reality we will
seems to be de rigueur amongst white pride
have to face, because shite politics aside, it
bands. Given the language barrier with
appears the far right really can’t hold a
many of the groups, I can only assume
tune. Romper Stomper, the outstanding
them to be about how much they love girls
Australian film following the downfall of a
who look like Heidi, and am only really
group of neo-Nazis, features a soundtrack
qualified to appreciate the overly long guiof excellent, fast paced, heart-stoppingly
tar solos, but luckily America’s NORDIC
awesome white pride skinhead tunes, but
THUNDER come up trumps with Change
the score was actually specially created by
composer John Clifford White. I always
assumed this was for political reasons;
that the director Geoffrey Wright, didn’t
want to pay any royalties to far-right
dickwads, but now can only conclude it
was for purely practical reasons and he
actually just wanted to ensure his film
had a decent soundtrack.
For years I thought I’d seen the film E.T.
Just assumed I had, so many iconic scenes
from it are clear in my head, I know what
happens, how it ends, surely I saw it as a
child? But no, I’d just filled in the blanks in
my mind. SKREWDRIVER are much the
same - I was sure I’d heard them, they’re
that really loud, shouty, terrifyingly angry,
obnoxious skinhead band right?

G

Thanks to Pilsbury for this article’s
witty title/concept.
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Time Waster

Reactionary
Tossers
NOT ALL ARE exactly far right, but
some are well on the way - actual proper decent musicians who’ve flirted
with, if not totally wined and dined the
dark side.

Johnny Ramone was a
staunch Republican; in
2002 when the Ramones
were inducted into the
Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame he wore his politics on his (one
would assume leather jacket clad)
sleeve, when he said “God bless
President Bush and God bless America”
during their acceptance speech.

Eric Clapton made a
bit of a tit of himself in
1976 when he drunkenly
declared his support for
Enoch Powell and
shouted National Front slogans during a
concert. David Bowie shot his mouth
off too, the UK music scene got a bit
uppity and thus Rock Against Racism
was born.
Elvis Presley’s infamous 1970 meeting with
then US president
Richard Nixon is made
all the more bizarre by
the fact that it was initiated by a letter
from The King himself, in which he
claimed to have been studying “communist brainwashing” and asked to be
made a “Federal Agent-at-Large” in the
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs.
50 Cent - Republican
Fiddy once said, “I
actually like Bush. In
some ways, I'm the
George W. Bush of hip
hop, nobody likes me, but I'm still
gonna run it for the next four years.”
Fortunately a felony conviction means
he is unable to vote.

An honourable mention of righteousness has to go to KT Tunstall for actually disowning her step-father, and issuing a statement saying she "…abhors
the BNP and all they stand for….She
now has no contact with David Orr."
following his decision to stand for the
British National Party in local elections.

www.28dayslater.co.uk - online community for those interested in urban
exploration. Lots of cool photos of spooky abandoned asylums and the like

How to
Bury your
Friends

Okay, someone close to you has died. Looks like you’re
gonna have to sort things out. You haven’t a clue of the
protocol for such a situation. Harry K can’t bring back
your loved one, but he can guide you
through the practical stuff step by step



Y

our friends can die at very
inconvenient times, here is a
guide you can cut out and
keep on your kitchen noticeboard and point it out to your friends
when they come round, I’m sure
they’ll appreciate the fore thought.

First of all check that your friend is not
joking, that they really do appear to be
dead: take a deep breath and count to
ten.
What happens next depends on if they
were expecting to die (after a long illness) or it was unexpected (accident,
overdose, suicide, etc.)

M

If they were
waiting to die
ake sure they are dead,
no don’t cut their head
off – call their GP or an
ambulance.

The GP will sign and leave you a
Medical Certificate of the cause of
death if it’s obvious and a Formal
Notice telling you what to do.

If they wanted their organs or body
donated for transplants or research,
then the GP or hospital must be told
straight away.

You probably now need to contact a
relative, as officials will mostly want
their input and ok for what happens.
This is even the case if the relatives
haven’t had anything to do with your
friend for years. Even if you are a
common law partner you don’t have
any legal backing, if you want to
arrange the funeral it will probably
depend on how you get on with the relatives.
In fact everything will go a lot better if
friends and relatives all get on
and are happy
to pull

together, unfortunately this doesn’t
always happen. If there is any chance
of fall out, you need to be careful, so
here are a few tips: always check decisions with some one else; get a book &
keep a note of any expenses; if you’re
in their house when they die make a
note of what is where - it sounds harsh
but funerals don’t always bring the best
out of people.

You can look after the body yourself,
but unless you want them becoming all
bloaty and leaking they need to be kept
cool, especially in the summer. Most
people call a funeral director who will
probably come and pick up the body in
a van. Don’t forget, if you ring the
funeral directors you will have to pay
for them. And this is one crappy point
of the whole dying thing; it costs a lot
of money. Your friend might have sorted this all out already and have a
funeral plan if you know where to
look.

Don’t forget, if you ring the
funeral directors you will have
to pay for them, one crappy
point of the whole dying
thing; it costs a lot of money
Next you need to go to the Registry
Office that covers the area where the
death occurred (you can do it via
another one, it just takes longer) and
register the death there. A relative is
supposed to do this but if there isn’t
one or they live a long way away, it
can be someone present when they
died or were found, or someone who
lived with them, or the person arranging the funeral.

You’ll need to take the Medical
Certificate of the cause of death the GP
gave you and their NHS card if possible, or some other identification like a
birth certificate.

The registrar will need a lot of information including the deceased’s name,
maiden name, date of birth, place of
birth, address and the name & date of
birth of any married partner still
alive.
They will give you a Certificate
for Burial or Cremation which
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you need for the funeral to be legal, a
Certificate of Registration of Death (if
they were on benefits) and a Death
Certificate which is needed by who
ever is sorting out the will and any
money, property, etc. (the estate).

These certificates have to be paid for
but it is worth getting more than one
Death Certificate as they often have to
be sent off when sorting the estate out.
They also give you a leaflet on funerals arrangements, etc. Deaths must be
registered within 5 days.
Once the death is registered you can
get on with the funeral.

If it was a bit o
f
a surprise

I

(Read the above as well)
f your friend decides to surprise
you by dying suddenly, this is
who you need to contact:

Their GP – if the death is sudden,
not due to natural causes or unexpected
(overdose, accident, etc.) they’ll refer it
to the coroner but will give you a
Formal Notice saying what will happen.
Nearest relative
The police

You might also want to call an ambulance unless it’s obvious they are very
dead (If you don’t know who the relatives or GP are, or they live far away,
just call the cops and an ambulance).

The body will go to the hospital mortuary as there may be a post mortem, this
is all now up to the coroner.
Post mortems usually happen fairly
quickly, after this there might be an
inquest. If there is no inquest the coroner will send the cause of death to the
registrar (on a form called Notification
by the Coroner) and give you the
Order of Burial form or Certificate for
Cremation form so you can arrange the
funeral.

If there is an inquiry (this can be
months, even a year away) the coroner
usually lets you have your friend back
before the inquest and will give you a
burial or cremation form so you can
have the funeral but it might be some
time if there are charges and court
cases to come. An interim Certificate
of Death can be given by a coroner to
help sort the estate out.

I

The funeral

f you are using a funeral directors, don’t forget that if you
are the one who books
them, you will be the one
getting the bill, so you might
want to shop around or do some
of it yourself. If you are into
the co-op movement, there
are co-op funeral services in most areas (each
areas run their own coops) who can provide
coffins from cardboard to fancy wood
and wicker ones.
Funeral directors fees
start at around £2000, even
if you sort it out yourself, a
basic cremation costs £500
and a basic burial in a
cemetery £1000. Green
Burials cost around £2000£5000 just for the burial
and regular coffins start at £200.

Look all over the place to check if
there is a will or funeral plan, this
might say what they wanted and who
is supposed to sort it out, if they wanted to donate their organs, etc. It might
be included as part of their pension or
trade union benefits.

If you are on benefits you can get help
– ask the benefits bods but it can take
weeks to get the money.

If no one sorts out the funeral, the
council will arrange a very basic cremation and recover the bill from whatever money the dead person had.

The funeral directors will need the
Medical Certificate of Death and the
Burial or Cremation Certificate before
a funeral date can be set. It usually

takes about ten days from death to
funeral.

The executor (person named in the will
to look after affairs) or nearest
relative is usually the
one who decides
whether it is a
burial or cremation. For a cremation you will
need to get a
bunch of
forms
from
the

funeral
directors
or crematorium
signed.

Although you might want to
bury them somewhere else, you
have the right to a burial in the local
authority area your dead friend lived
in. Also if there is room in the parish
church anyone who lives in the parish
has the right to be buried in the
churchyard.

For a home burial you don’t
need planning permission,
unless you erect a bloody
great headstone, but it might
be difficult to sell the house
Contact all known friends and relatives
(their address book, phone, work,
clubs might be helpful) to tell them
about the funeral and any after funeral
party. Try splitting what has to be done
up so different people can do different
things – contacting people, arranging
the party, etc. but make sure they are
reliable enough to do it.

If you want to do it yourself, or at least
do some of it yourself, you are going
to have to think where you keep the
body until the funeral,
contact the cemetery or
crematorium, how to
get the body to funeral
place, who will carry
coffin, who will dig the
grave and who will lower the
coffin.
If you want to have a home burial you don’t need planning permission, unless you erect a bloody
great headstone on top, but it might
be difficult if you ever want to sell
the house and if you do sell it you
don’t have any right to come and
visit and the new owners might dig
the grave up. Contact your local
council to check it is ok as you may
need to get a certificate from them.

The body doesn’t need to be six feet
under, a meter of subsoil above and
below is all you need, if you dig a
hole and it fills with water from the
ground you can’t bury there, it also has
to be 50 metres from a well or bore
hole and 10 metres from any drains or
water.

If you are the prospective dead friend,
the best thing you can do to help is pre
plan (unfortunately funeral plans start
from around £2500!) via charities like
Age UK, or funeral directors. If you do
have a will or similar and it’s in the
bank or at a solicitors, how would anyone know? Tell people or put it somewhere obvious, it might not surface
from the back of the sofa until after the
funeral and then it was all pointless. If
there is no will, and no relatives, then
the estate goes to the government.
Finally, after the funeral and the party,
keep in touch with the people most
affected, after all the whole death thing
can be a bit of a bummer.

Addresses: greenendings.co.uk
and naturalendings.co.uk have
a list of greenish funeral companies and burial sites and do
eco coffins including something
that is basically a bag. naturaldeath.org.uk sell a book on
sorting it all out yourself.
Now or Never!
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Some Possible End
of the World
Scenarios
by Sidney
Street
Porter

The Final

Alright a-pop-calypse pickers? Not arf ! As Armageddon approaches, literally like four galloping horsemen,
we doom-bringers at Now or Never! have decided to take a cheeky peek at the various Doomsday scenarios
that rear their ugly, malformed heads from the depths of the creeping abyss. Roll on the road to oblivion!
Dinosaurs Didn’t Die
Out, They Were Just
Playing Hide and Seek
They’re back, and this time, they’ve got
lasers.

Slinky
Monsoon

A load of slinkys fall from the
sky and squish everyone, then
roll jauntily down a hill.
Giant Bungle from
Rainbow Destroys Cities

The only way to beat
him would be to build
a giant Cybernetic
Zippy to fight back!

The Harp
Project

The Harp Project will
lead to resurgence in
the chilling glissando
strains of harp music
across the world,
resulting in multiple
mass suicide cults.

Climate Change Deniers
Spontaneously Combust
Due to Their Own
Unfounded SelfRighteous
Justifications

A Bloody Great Big Rock Falls Out
Of the Sky and Smashes the Planet
to Bits

That’s about it, really.
It happened before,
and wiped out the
dinosaurs, apart from
those that evolved into
birds, reptiles and
mammals, or weren’t
playing hide and seek,
so could again.
Hopefully Bruce Willis and Steve Buscemi will be
on hand to prevent it from entering orbit.

The bluster about no such thing as
carbon emissions, as proven by “scientists” and their “facts”, will erupt
in an incendiary way, starting with
David Bellamy’s scrotey beard, and
will spread literally like wildfire,
engulfing the planet in a great conflagration. Tom Lehrer would be
proud.

Murderous Otters

The build-up of remnants of gone-off quiche will result in feral zombie otters infiltrating further and further into urban metrosexual areas, getting a taste for human
flesh, resulting in Ottergeddon. Our only hope is the Vole People, but they haven’t
been seen for a hundred thousand years when a curse was placed upon them and they
went to live in the hollow underworld of Assparp.
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Time Waster

www.howtobeatupanything.com - advice on how to
beat up scumbags like Chris Brown and Santa Claus

Countdown
Alien Invasion

Extra terrestrial earwig creatures beam
down and start munching our brains
out through our lugholes. The whole
thing is very distasteful, except to the
earwigs. Of course, it would be frivolous to suggest that there is life somewhere else in the vast Universe. If
there was, it would probably have
stopped by to say “Hi!” by now, perhaps in doing so building some kind of
triangulation points to navigate by, like
some kind of pyramidal structures or
something. Wait a minute…

Avian Invasion

Boris Johnson Decimation

Somehow David Cameron will mysteriously die while
choking on a peanut, and people will regard him as a
relatively good egg whose only crimes were to assist
in the dismantling of the welfare state, being friends
with far right groups in Europe and coming from a
family of rich slave-traders, but he will be nothing
compared to his replacement, Boris Johnson. Boris
“The Butcher”, as he will come to be known, will rule
with a level of ineptness not seen in government since
the cretinous Lord Englebert Cheesetoastie, who made
the entire country live on a diet of parsnips for two
years, before being ejected off Beachy Head by the
disgruntled populace. Boris will instigate a regime of
pure, unalloyed lunacy, make canoes the only legal
form of transport, force people to say the word “innit”
after every sentence and make dogs wear costumes
that make them look like film or TV show characters. The dogs will be so enraged by this that they
will turn on their owners and the rest of society and rip them to pieces. Especially the chihuahuas.
You’ve heard us, Paris Hilton (Ms Hilton is a regular subscriber to Now or Never! Well, she reads it
at her local dentist, anyway).

SuBo-blivion
Susan Boyle will
hit the Satanic
chord and render
us all asunder.

Dark Matters
Solar
Flares
Like in Hitchcock’s The Birds,
our flappy friends will turn
against us and poke us with
their beaks. Ouch! Gerroff
Orville!

Part-time particle physics enthusiast Mr
Kenneth Mustard of Skipton, Yorkshire, creates his own Small Hadron Collider in his
shed, which accidentally creates anti-matter in
a tin bath that sucks the entire universe down
the plughole.

In 2012 flares are coming
back in a big way! They’re the
scorching new fashion item
that’s gonna take the world by
storm – solar storm that is!
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Radiation from Saturn
Being Exploded

There was a theory that,
while in office, George
W. Bush got NASA to
send a rocket to Saturn
to ignite the gas and
wipe out life on Planet
Earth in the resulting
heatblast. Fortunately, it
ended up in Uranus.

Giant Cliff
Thorburn
Destroys
Cities

Plague of Mutant Newts

It turns out that David Icke was actually right, and
reptiles will impose their insidious rule! Or was he
just talking about Newt Gingrich? I don’t know, it’s
all newts to me.

Plague of
Yeast
Infection

Technological
Breakdown

A powerful supercomputer will start
thinking for itself, then realise that the
whole of humanity is useless and enslave
them to machines that they use to endlessly play games, work and write on… hang
on.

A potent killer strain of
the yeast infection virus
created by trained
monkeys in a science
laboratory will materialise and spread. Only
survivalists who’ve
stored up vast vats of
Yakult will survive.

Poisonous
Confectionary

We would do well to fear
leaked rumours of the government’s ill-fated “Giant Cliff
Thorburn” Project, who is set
to roam from city to city decimating everything in his path
with his Snooker Cue of
Doom. The only way to resist
is to build a large bionic
Hurricane Higgins to battle
him – TO THE DEATH!

Somebody will contaminate the world chocolate supply, as predicted and presided over by
the Mayans, so that all of the greedy children
will die, and only those who are forced to eat
healthy things will survive, so the world might
as well end anyway.

Right Wing
Fanatics Try To
Take Over Using
Misinformed, Selfflattering Notions
of Superiority
Nah that could never happen…
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The Most

Bizarre Films
Ever Made

Tug Wilson searches the
annals of insane cinema like
some kind of demented curator
to compile the Now or Never!
top ten of bonkers films.
Anorexic toys, zombie porn,
overgrown babies, killer mammaries and more await those
that dare turn the page



10. Deadly Weapons
(1974)
THIS WAS A firm favourite of my friends
and I when we were kids; In fact I’m watching my old Xtasy VHS for “research” right
now. I don’t know that any of us were particularly attracted to Chesty Morgan’s 73-32-36
charms (with the possible exception of big
boob obsessed Ming Mau) but we loved the
freakish ’70s crapness of the whole production. If you haven’t already guessed, Ms
Morgan’s huge breasts are the Deadly
Weapons in question, which she uses to good
smothering effect on a mammary-tastic
killing spree of mobsters that wronged her
man. Despite its amazing premise, the film is
actually a little dull; the cool Hard Selling
Woman theme song being the main highlight.
Oh, and vintage porn fans may be interested
(probably not) in seeing Harry Reems in a
non sexual role.

Film Rating: **
Weirdness Rating: ***

In a crazier world: Wouldn’t it be cool if
someone made a film about a woman with
teeth in her vagina? Oh wait, that’d be Teeth
wouldn’t it? Watch that instead, it’s much
better.

9. Porno Holocaust
(1981)
THANKFULLY NOT A grumble flick set in a
concentration camp as the provocative title
could imply, this is in fact one of the handful
of films that has attempted to capitalise on the
public’s appetite for hardcore sex and zombies.
The gender politics of the film are laid bare
when one of the first lines delivered is “You
know what they say about women. They
bring bad luck”. Actually judging by the
antics on screen I’d say they bring rather
good luck.

8. The Baby (1973)

ANN GENTRY, A social worker, is assigned to a case of a young man in his twenties, who has never progressed beyond the capabilities of a 9 month old infant. Has the Wandsworth family played any part in his
stunted development? The fact that he is actually called Baby, wears baby clothes and is kept in a playpen,
may give you an indication to whether they have his best interests at heart. Turns out that his family are
pretty fucked up; one sister uses a cattle prod to punish Baby, whilst the other pays him incestuous night
time visits. Inappropriate behaviour by others however, is not tolerated; the babysitter gets a sound thrashing when she’s discovered comforting Baby by putting her breast in his mouth. Seems the poor little bugger is a magnet for twisters. Will the social worker’s efforts change this?
A prime slice of ’70s oddness with a fantastic ending.

Film Rating: ****
Weirdness Rating:***

In a crazier world: In The Baby, young Green Party councillor Adrian Ramsay struggles bravely
against dissent in his own party, regular molestation from party peer Rupert Read and occasional
character assassination by piss taking anarchist publications.
Like all the best porn films, bad acting, dialogue and semi erect penises are in abundance. Short shrift is paid in the build-up to
the sex scenes; lines such as “Let’s stop here
and fuck” followed by “Hmm, I like that” are
enough to get the couple rutting away.
The plot is predictably simple. A group of
scientists, plagued by a meddlesome reporter
venture to an island to investigate some sealife mutations recorded by local fishermen.

Once on the island, various members of the
party fall foul of the lone wandering mutant.
Yes that’s right, after all this, there is only one
of them and it’s not even a proper fucking
zombie. And he’s a rapist to boot; boo.
Despite all the disappointment, there’s
enough going on to keep most fans of Italian
exploitation cinema happy. There’s the talents of the always good value George
Eastman, a Riz Ortolani rip off score by Nico
Fidenco, the de rigueur consumption of J&B
whiskey; add to the mix some sex and some
bloody violence, it’d be rather churlish to
complain. In fact Signore D’Amato, you
agree to make another, and I’ll happily suck
off a big bucket full of rotting dismembered
zombie cocks.

Film Rating: ***
Weirdness Rating: ***

In a crazier world: All films are like this.

7. Oh Dad, Poor Dad,
Mamma’s Hung You in
the Closet and I’m
Feeling So Sad (1967)
THAT BONKERS FILMS get released by
independent film makers is hardly surprising ,
after all, it’s a strange world out there. That
these efforts are occasionally rewarded by a
studio’s investment makes the final result feel
all the more strange. Paramount obviously

realised that they’d misjudged this one, as it
was released two years after the film was
completed. They tried to rescue the film by
adding inserts and narration by the unfunny
Jonathan Winters (Dad from beyond the
grave) long after principle photography had
ended, but this just made the film even odder.

After a bizarre, if catchy, theme tune sung by
children we are introduced to Madam
Rosepettle and her stifled son Jonathan, and
the fact they have been travelling the world
with the stuffed corpse of his father. In
between lording it over everyone at the hotel
they’re staying at, Madam Rosepettle finds
time to fall for creepy letch Commodore
Roseabove, whilst socially inept peeping Tom
Jonathan is pursued by Rosalie, the hotel
babysitter. When Jonathan finally succumbs
to Rosalie’s advancements, it doesn’t exactly
go well. First the Dad’s corpse falls out of

6. Superstar (1987)
SUPERSTAR IS THE Karen Carpenter
story portrayed by Barbie dolls. This
may conjure up images of an Adam &
Joe type parody but the reality is something much darker, and indeed stranger.
The film follows Karen’s rise to fame
and her subsequent descent into anorexia, which eventually kills her, intercut
with surreal subliminal like segments
including footage from the Vietnam
War. It has a sympathetic approach to
Karen, with filmmaker Todd Haynes
vilifying those who he blames for her
decline. Brother Richard and their parents are shown to be controlling dicks
and there is a harsh judgment laid
against society and the media’s expectation of women’s bodies.
Superstar has been unavailable since
1990 due to a successful lawsuit by
Richard. Ostensibly for copyright
infringement (the Carpenter’s songs

5. Ilsa
Queen
of the
Nazi
Love
Camp
(1994)

the closet on top of them, then he imagines
his mother’s face in place of Rosalie’s and
strangles her to death. Commodore
Roseabove doesn’t fare much better as he
dies of a heart attack shortly after. The film
ends the way it started, except mother and
son are now traipsing around with three
corpses in tow. Quality ’60s weirdness.

Film Rating: ***
Weirdness Rating: ****

In a crazier world: Something Weird Video
are a major studio and we’re treated to
delights such as this instead of crap like
Transformers.

ILSA SHE WOLF of the SS, for those that haven’t experienced the shame of watching it,
is a testament to the cynical exploitation of the bad taste desires of the patrons of ’70s
grindhouse cinemas. It was a huge success, becoming one of the most profitable independent films ever made. Therefore it is not surprising that it spawned two official and
one unofficial sequels. That it inspired a comedy cabaret stage show, that eventually
found its way onto VHS twenty years after the original film, was less predictable.

Ilsa Queen of the Nazi Love Camp has more noble origins than the films that helped
inspire it. First emerging in 1987, it was the One Yellow Rabbit Theatre Company’s
satirical statement about Jim Keegstra, a school teacher who was teaching Holocaust
denial in a local Alberta school. The story sees Ilsa and “the Colonel” visit America
looking for Hitler’s test tube offspring. During their search they encounter Keegstra. To
his dismay, his Holocaust denial is met by repulsion, with Ilsa spitting “Those were the
best damn days of our lives you dick”. Watch after She Wolf to cleanse your soul…
Film Rating: ***
Weirdness Rating: ****

In a crazier world: Ilsa Meets Bruce Lee in the Devil’s Triangle, would have been
financed. Once a very real prospect, now all that remains of the project is a teaser poster,
some newspaper articles/ads and speculation and anecdotes.

4. Black Devil Doll From
Hell (1984)

used were never licensed) but more
likely due to implications of his homosexuality, and general unpleasantness.
After the legal action, all copies were
ordered to be recalled and destroyed,
although New York’s Museum of
Modern Art have retained a copy on the
understanding that it will never be
exhibited.
Film Rating: ***
Weirdness Rating: ****

In a crazier world: The Charlie Sheen
saga is bizarrely but tastefully recreated
with Sea Monkeys.

MY GOD, THE ’80s certainly proved to be a
democratising era in film production.
Suddenly any idiot could, and often did, make
their own crappy films and get them distributed in video rental stores. Quality was not
usually a problem, and Black Devil Doll
From Hell is about as removed as you can get
from any notion of merit. On a technical
level this has to be one of the worst films
ever made. The opening credits are nearly
seven minutes long (the end ones last another
six!) and are quite literally some white text on
a black screen with some keyboard music that
is just awful.
An early scene sees uptight Helen on the
phone telling her friend off for being too
much of a slut, and trying to persuade her to
go to church. During this conversation the
camera is just looking at some ornament or
other before moving onto more random contents of her flat.
Later she visits a local shop and purchases a

puppet, which is accompanied by some kind
of voodoo warning but this is pretty much
inaudible to the viewer, as it is drowned out
by a tinnitus like tone, presumably to add
effect. Once home she sits the doll on the toilet while she takes a shower. As soon as she
turns her back the little bleeder has come
alive and started perving on her. Oh golly, the
child substitute she clearly wanted has turned
out to be a sex offender marionette.
Those concerned by the blurred distinction
between rape and consent in Straw Dogs are
certainly gonna take issue with Black Devil
Doll From Hell. After initially being
attacked, the puppet encounter ultimately
awakens her dormant sexual desires. The
next morning the puppet is nowhere to be
found; neither apparently are Helen’s strict
religious principles, as she prowls her local
bars for lovers. However, no-one can satisfy
her like the Black Devil Doll From Hell.

Film Rating: **
Weirdness Rating: ****

In a crazier world: A documentary
crew follows the Norwich Puppet Man
on his various adventures as a gigolo,
something he claims is in fact true.
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3. The Forbidden Zone
(1980)
LUNATIC
ZANY FILMMAKING at
it’s very best.
With its luscious production design,
incredible
characters and
a brilliant score by Danny Elfman (his first
film composition) The Forbidden Zone is a
real treat from start to finish. Directed by
Danny’s older brother Richard, the film is
based on the stage performances of The
Mystic Knights of the Oingo Boingo, a band
they had both been in.

The dysfunctional Hercules family move into
an old house and discover a portal to the
Sixth Dimension in their basement. In The
Forbidden Zone the characters are even crazier than those we’ve already been introduced
to above ground; a human sized servant frog,
a sadistic Queen and Satan himself to name a
few. Comedically dark and camp, the whole
film plays out as a deliciously twisted
cabaret.

Film Rating: ****
Weirdness Rating: *****

In a crazier world: The Forbidden Zone is a
romantic time travel drama where the prophet
Mohammed and Jesus explore each other’s
anuses.

2. Caligula (1979)
CALIGULA IS A massive sprawling
mess of a film but both crazy and
brilliant nonetheless. From the start,
it was obvious the production would
not go smoothly; producer Bob
Guccione (Penthouse founder),
director Tinto Brass and screenwriter
Gore Vidal had an unhealthy relationship, with insults and backstabbing frequently surfacing. Despite
various setbacks, filming was eventually completed. Not quite titillating enough for Guccione, he shot several minutes of
additional hardcore footage that were inserted in post production. Vidal and Brass
sought to distance themselves from the production, both pursuing litigation and eventually receiving rather cryptic credits during the title sequence.

Sleazy and brutal to the extreme, despite its cast of established lauded actors (Malcolm
McDowell, Helen Mirren, Peter O’Toole, John Gielgud), Caligula is likely to impress
and shock in equal measure with the spectacular sets providing the perfect contrast to
the grim violence. To illustrate the level of depravity involved, one scene sees a prominent character tortured to death, then a woman tries to fuck his corpse before pissing on
him whilst another woman plays with the piss. Amazing.
No film like Caligula was ever made before it, and it is unlikely that another ever will
be. The pure debauchery, big budget scale and prime acting talent combine to make
something truly unique in cinematic history. Helen Mirren described it perfectly as “an
irresistible mixture of art and genitals”.

Film Rating: ****
Weirdness Rating: *****

In a crazier world: Someone makes an alternative version that attempts to crank up the
perversion further by including a horse wanking scene. Couldn’t happen? Oh yes it
could. Check out Caligula: The Untold Story, Joe D’Amato’s cash-in featuring sexploitation favourite Laura Gemser.

1. Extra Terrestrian: Die
Ausserirdische (1996)
JESUS, I DON’T even know where to start with this one, but if I tell you that it is more
commonly known as The ET Porno, you’ll get a better idea of the kind of madness we’re
dealing with. Yes, this really is a porn film based on Speilberg’s sci-fi classic. That this
was made in 1996, some fourteen years after ET: The Extra-Terrestrial makes you question the sanity of the filmmakers. Any potential cash-in market is surely long gone; why not make a
porno of Independence Day instead? Plus, what the fuck possessed them to set it in the Victorian era!?

Anyway, the female ET has been sent to Earth to learn of human behaviour, which is exclusively fucking apparently. Not content to merely
spectate, she repeatedly joins in the action. The ET costume is frankly hideous. Imagine ET crossed with a leper and you’ll be somewhat in
the right ballpark. She also sounds like a dying cat when aroused. Is this a metaphor of some kind? Is there a message I’m supposed to be
taking away from it all? In conclusion, it’s like enduring an unremittingly grotesque morality tale which leaves you too damaged to pick-up
the meaning.
Film Rating: **
Weirdness Rating: *****

In a crazier world: If this is not proof that we live in the craziest world possible, you need to watch the other ET porn film. Yes that’s right
- there’s another from 1986 called Keep Up the Lust, ET, this time ET has two dicks!
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End Days

H

A Time of the Signs

arken unto me, oh brothers
and sisters. We shalt know
that it be the end days for
there shalt be many signs.
Lo, and wilt Celebrity Culture raise its
horn-ed head and thou shalt know it by
its name, which shalt be the number of
the beast, Channel 666 - QVC. The
Monk of Doom, known as The
Cowelled One will rule from
on high, with trousers pulled
higher, and shalt a
race of brainless
followers wilfully worship at the
cult of
Celestebrity
where instant fame
and gratification
will be aspired to
without putting in any
hard work or practise of
any kind. The stars shalt be
formless, anti-matter will matter. The Shining Ones will be
empty vessels, void of substance, singing trite hymns and
madrigals to nothing in particular
and verily worshipping bottomless
black holes of nothingness.

it will just turn out to be bad scampi.
A small boy may scuff his knee, and
two dinner ladies may squabble about
recommended daily fruit intakes.

There shalt be an excess of ironic
knitwear, and ghoulish wastrels shalt
murmur and burble in the streets and
the indie charts will be
flooded with foul pestilence like Florence and
the Machine and other
bland bilge from
beyond the pits of
Hades.

Cats and
dogs
shalt

abide together, there wilt be 40 days of
rubbish television, followed by a hail
of Hale and Pace repeats. People shalt
hold Adele in respect more than The
Rolling Stones, whilst dentists and
travel companies shalt hoik their fees
up and Jamie Oliver will be given a
special 24 hour TV channel of his
own. Morons will run around in pointless sporting events in some strange
urge to prove who is the fastest or
highest jumping and sardonic writers
will vainly imitate members of the
clergy for cheap laughs.
All lo, this shalt come to pass, as all
shalt pass and be swept away, and the
Lord shalt see it, and it shalt be good.*
Ah souls.

by Pastor Dutchieonthelefthandside
of the Discordian Church of the
SubGenius

And lo, wilt kidney beans run
in the street and wilt Carol
Vorderman be the presenter of
The Final Countdown, with
the pile-driver power-ballad
espousing group Europe as
her backing band. And lo, The
Great Owl wilt hoot thrice in
the Bohemian Grove and wilt
it emit a pellet of destruction
that shalt lay waste unto the
Earth like the freaky-beaked
beast that it is.
Little old ladies wilt tut at
ducks and a man will have a
giddy fit in the shopping
complex down the street, but

*If all this shalt not come to pass, please pretend it didn’t happen
and we’ll come up with something new in a week or so’s time.
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The English
Civil War

History in a Nutshell

Ann Arch takes a look
at one of the most
volatile periods in
England’s history

C

harles I shared his father’s
view that Kings were little
Gods on Earth; the many
Puritans in his Parliament did
not share that view. It’s this sort of
thing that always leads to regicide.
Although he ascended a peaceful throne
Charles wasn’t adverse to a bit of strife
and he set about following these six
bullet points.
1. Annex Scotland and Ireland.

2. Get involved in European wars –
unnecessarily.

3. Appoint someone to sort out these
wars – make sure it’s someone everyone hates – Buckingham will do.

4. Marry a Roman Catholic. Introduce
her to a Protestant population.

5. Set about ensuring High Anglicanism
is practiced – this will annoy those
pesky Catholics but it’s just Catholic
enough to annoy everyone else.

6. Dismiss Parliament – load of trouble
makers who never want to give you any
money.

It was all going so well until he was
forced to call Parliament back together
again as bullet point 1 and 5 backfired.
Parliament had a whale of a time. It had
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been ages since they’d all been together
like that and they had a good lot of
complaining about him to do. Pretty
soon everyone was complaining about
him so much that it seemed a good idea
to go to war.

And so war raged for almost a decade
and was dealt out in three rounds of
Roundheads verses Cavaliers. Despite
their silly name the Roundheads won
and Charles was put on trial for treason.
Treason! Yes I know! And he was a
King and everything! There is only one
outcome to a treason trial and sure
enough he got killed. His son vamoosed
pretty quickly over the Channel to safer
regions.

It seemed a new era was dawning when
Oliver Cromwell set about ruling

England. But despite all his equalitarian
politics he was a bit boring – as in he
liked upright chairs and he didn’t like
theatre and singing and it would seem
that this wasn’t awfully popular with
everyone. After a few years Cromwell
died and tried to pass the rule of
England on to his son. This was a mistake. The English decided if they were
going to have hereditary rulers they
might as well have one with a bit of
style and curly hair so Charles II came
back from the continent where he’d
been hiding out and became the King.
Since then the English have been loath
to commit regicide again but Sue
Townsend’s godsend of a novel about
the royal family living on a council
estate has given us a modern solution to
an ancient problem. I would say the
story isn’t over yet. Watch this space.

Change Must Come
‘IT’S THE END of the world as we know
it…’ went a catchy little ditty by REM
back in 1987. It was an interesting year.
Margaret Thatcher secured her third term in
office; the Tories had never been so popular. The Labour Party appeared totally unelectable. Unemployment was at around 3
million. The Government announced that a
crippling tax was to be introduced in April
1990 which became known as the Poll Tax.
There were riots in the Chapeltown area of
Leeds. A Wall Street crash named 'Black
Monday' wiped £50billion off the value of
shares on the London stock exchange. The
MS Herald of Free Enterprise capsized
while leaving the harbour of Zeebrugge in
Belgium, killing 193 onboard. There were
anti nuclear protest camps. Fascists held
paper sales and marches across the country.
The SWP declared ‘we have no choice but
to support the Khomeini regime’. Tony
Benn was wheeled out to speak at every
opportunity...
Here we are today, 25 years later and ‘the
end of the world as we know it’ once again
rings out, not by a rock band, but by an
assortment of religious nuts and mainstream commentators predicting our demise
by supernatural forces of all things! The
Tories are screwing us again, there’s 3 million unemployed, the economy is fucked or
so they'd have you believe. The Labour
Party don’t have a hope of being re-elected
any time soon, ferries sink killing scores,
fascists marching on our streets, there are
protest camps everywhere. Riots. The SWP
are still fucking barking and throw their lot
in with any Islamic extremist nutjob passing their way, and Tony Benn continues to
be wheeled out to speak at every given
opportunity.
We don’t fucking appear to have progressed much do we?

What seems plain to me is we simply
haven’t broken the cycle. We’ve just let a
new generation grow up with an identical
set of problems to those we had to deal
with, namely how to fight the Tories, capitalism, the far-right, and how to push our
politics out to people who wont mistake it

for the leftist drivel politics of the SWP
and much more importantly the Labour
Party. We can do better and we’d do well
to remind ourselves of that.

Now don’t get me wrong here. There has
been a major advancement of ‘anarchist
thought and practice’ influencing both politics and in society in general. Only these
‘thoughts and practices’ are not known to
be anarchist in the first place because we
aren’t speaking up for them as being our
own. 30 years ago when anarchists were
discussing environmental issues and the

You can guarantee revolution is
the very last thing the organised authoritarian and Labour
liberal left want!
use of consensus as a preferred method of
reaching democratic outcomes, who would
seriously have thought society would adopt
these practices to the level they have
today? Who 30 years ago, apart from anarchists, were discussing autonomy?

The trouble is we are being neither clever
or confident in how we reach out to people.

In my own experience I find many of my
own comrades will jump to involve themselves in any new reactionary struggle the
trade unionist and liberal left come up
with, often just to be seen doing something. This often follows the phrase ‘When
will the people wake up?’
Suddenly there's a big trade union march
and people start shouting:

‘At last! A fight back! Let's join them!
Onward brothers and sisters! Next stop is

revolution!’

No it isn't. In fact you can guarantee revolution is the very last thing the organised
authoritarian and Labour liberal left want!

In fact it's these very same 'fight backs' the
population at large are bored shitless with,
especially when it appears most of the time
that said 'fight backs' are nothing more than
a minority of the nation’s workforce marching to secure their own jobs on the
Saturday, then chucking us out of our houses on the Monday, putting our kids in care
on the Tuesday, and turning the keys to our
jail cells on the Wednesday! Do you catch
my drift?
We need to break this nonsense of joining
in every single issue the authoritarian left
suddenly decide is this months 'ting' and
return to that which actually matters, and
that my friends is the dreaded issue of
class. Yes, the word that puts the shits up
the Tories, Labour and the authoritarian left
equally, class class class!

It's class that unites across colour and economic precarity, but we're still marching
alongside idiot lefties who have rarely
struggled to get an education or job or to
put one decent meal on the table.

The same people who still see state sponsored multicultural separatism as a 'good
thing' and call you a fascist if you disagree,
the same people who call for the arrests of
people on marches who wear masks, the
same people who call for revolution in their
poxy literature yet roll over when tossed a
liberal sprinkle of promises of 'reforms to
come'.
Somebody's definitely being a bit thick my
comrades.
I think it's us!

So if one day this year really is 'the end of
the world as we know it' then bring it on!
I'll be getting up the day after and chucking
shit at the 'liberal left' saying,
‘Fuck off Liberal, haven't you heard?
You're sodding dead!’

Part 77:
Everything (almost everything...
well, lots of things anyway)

I

back here in the UK, David Cameron tries
t must be the same for most Now or
to
deflect the scandal of the rise in unemNever! Readers; you wake up late
ployment by banging on about binge drinkmorning/early afternoon and hear one
ing and giving the police more powers to
snippet from the radio or telly and
tackle it. Some strange notion about putting
wonder if you really do belong on this plandrunks in tanks. Now I don’t know about
et. Your eyes and ears just starting to funcyou but I find the thought of a group of
tion with the room around you and only a
pissed up revellers driving round my homeminute into waking consciousness and
town in a thirty ton armoured vehicle on a
BANG! your cerebral cortex is assaulted
Friday night a bit scary.
with the first piece of stupidity of the day.
The more I see, the less I understand. Just
Some may worry that this irrationality may
one example: Baroness Warsi makes a statesupplant rationality itself. That corruption
ment saying religion should play more of a
and mendacity becomes the
part in public life. What the
norm. Oh yeah, they’ll throw
fuck!? So we don’t just want From Greece to
a couple of minor flunkies to
rational people looking at the
Libya, Occupy to
the wolves now and
machinations of our daily
then, in the hope that it
toil but we need irrational
the JJB Sports
will keep us all from
ones as well. The completely
insurrection,
we
getting uppity but
unelected, misogynist,
they’ll carry on, hoping
homophobic preacher of
have passed the
the talentless talent
whatever faith, spouting
shows and soporific
point
of
no
return
forth views from a time two
soaps on the telly keep
thousand years before the
us
in
our
places.
But we’ve gone too
harnessing of electricity. So I will now
far
now,
things
fall
apart, the centre
expect my local councillor to state that my
cannot hold. From Greece to Libya,
council tax has increased either due to a rise
Occupy to the JJB Sports insurrection,
in fuel costs for the dustbin lorry fleet or
we
have passed the point of no return.
because God came to him in a vision and
And even if we cannot articulate our
told him to do it.
beliefs and passions as well as the
Oxbridge phoney Left intelligentsia,
But that’s just one example of the irrational
we have the numbers. All over the
world we find ourselves in. Reason and
developed and developing world,
sound judgement are the enemy of those
the man and woman in the street
who seek positions of power, illogicality is
are coming to the conclusion that
more than acceptable to the swine at the top
capitalism is like a pair of shoes
when they are threatened from below.
two sizes too small. The pain and
From bailed out bankers, corrupt cops, pilsuffering can only be borne for so
fering politicians and jackal journalists, the
long until eventually you have to
truth is distorted, rationality is shelved.
kick them off and find out what
Anything that has its basis in actuality that
it’s like walking barefoot.
may damage the ruling elite and their lackeys is obscured; the very laws of physics
Critics of the above will no doubt
would also be altered if they could somehow
trot out the usual mantra of
get the right spin on it. Without any sense of
‘capitalism
irony Greek Prime Minister Papademos (the
is the only
ex-banker who was never voted for by anysystem that
one beyond a closed door session) attacks
actually
the protests on the streets of Athens as havworks’. But
ing no place in democracy. William Hague
surely most
makes big brave noises about supporting the
people can
uprising in Syria but goes completely silent
see the madas the same thing happens in Bahrain. And
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ness of a growth economy in a finite world
and the perpetual war that is the result as
more and more powerful nations scramble
for the dwindling supplies of oil and metal?
One thing old Karl Marx did state succinctly was the emancipation of the working
class must be the act of the working class.
But should we give up on those workers so
blinded by the wonder and the insularity
that their iPads and hermetically sealed cars
give them? A change is going to come but to
work properly it can only come from all of
us and we all need to kick ourselves up the
arse and get out there or damn ourselves to
penury and misery. ROB CROSS
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The Insurgence

I LOOKED AND winced at the cover and inlay
of this when it first arrived from the Now or
Never! mail box. A pair of six guns and an evil
looking snake adorning a grinning eyeless skull
plus a black and white photo of the heavily tattooed, baseball cap wearing band members,
mugging with menace. Another whiny, Yank,
baggy shorts band moaning on about life in the
suburbs or some Guns N’ Roses wannabes, I
thought to myself.
The accompanying press release stopped me
from pushing it to the bottom of the review
pile. Songs about Darfur and Honour Killings;
hardly your average WASP American youth
topics and at only twenty six minutes running
time, I gave it a play.... then another.... and
another. Hardcore Seattle punk which hits you
from track one and does not let up until cut
number fourteen (Black Picket Fence) shuts
down in a frenzy of short soloing instrumentation.

A regular criticism of the thrash genre from
non-hardcore aficionados is the sameness and
the ennui that can follow on having to sit
through an album’s worth of material.
However, the brevity of each song on this disc,
eight under the two minute mark, never lets
you get too settled to dismiss the growling
vocals, shredding and squealing guitars, all fed
through Marshall amps turned up to eleven.
The subject matter that The Insurgence deals
with also elevates them above the usual fare.
Destroyed Republic and Faces Wrapped in
Black are titles that give you some pointers on
where the band is coming from. Stand out
tracks Images of the Apocalypse and This
Bullet Has No Name cite the destruction of US
cities by both internal and external agencies.

For hardcore punk thrash fans this is an
absolute must. For those who have only a passing interest, if you want something of the genre
you can’t go far wrong with this. ROB CROSS
www.theinsurgence.com
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The Anarchists of Casas Viejas

T

by Jerome R Mintz

£14.24 Indiana University Press

here can be little doubt that anarchism made a greater impact and
put its vision of the world into practice more fully in Spain than in any
other country. Before the Civil War,
the anarcho-syndicalist CNT and the Federation
of Iberian Anarchists (FAI) had together organised much of the Spanish working class, so that
when Franco and the fascists launched their
coup in 1936, the CNT-FAI were in the forefront of resistance, and created the Spanish
Revolution in the process. Less well known are
the revolutionary attempts made before the
Civil War, such as the Asturian Revolt of 1934,
and the subject of this book, the insurrection in
the small town of Casas Viejas in 1933.

People clamoured for change, but the
Republican Government was failing to deliver
the reforms. So the CNT-FAI leadership hit on
a scheme to transform a general strike into revolution. The ensuing tragedy stems from their
poor planning – the revolt did not materialise,
but news failed to reach remote Casas Viejas.
So the activists unfurled the red & black flag
and declared comunismo libertario (libertarian
communism). They surrounded the Guardia
Civil post, and in the confusion, two of the
guards were shot. It was not long before truckloads of Guardia Civil and Guardia de Asalto
appeared and quickly re-took the town, scattering the defenders to the mountains. The authorities cornered two suspects along with several
people who had played no part at the house of
‘Seisdedos’ (six fingers). There followed a
shootout in which the defenders put up a fierce
resistance with inferior shotguns, against the
Guardia's rifles and machine gun. Finally, they
set fire to the house, and only one of the
defenders, María Silva, ‘La Libertaria’,
escaped in the confusion, all the other occupants were killed. But the police had not finished their work – they dragged 12 men at random from their houses, brought them to the
smouldering ruins of Seisdedos's shack, lined
them up and shot them.

The massacre caused a scandal, but for the
campesinos (peasants) the persecution had just
begun. The participants received jail terms, but
when Franco's forces occupied the area, many
of those who had since been freed were taken at
night, or when working in the fields, and murdered. This continued into the 1950's.
Uniquely, the story is told entirely from the
viewpoint of the campesinos. Spain was still
under Franco's dictatorship when Mintz spent 3
years in Casas Viejas slowly gaining the trust of
the survivors. The result is an oral history of
the period, through interviews with people who
knew that words were anything but cheap. This
gives a realism and human closeness which is
very moving; the narrators were at the time
uneducated often illiterate people, but they 'had
ideas' and were prepared to put them into

action. The book itself becomes a weapon, challenging histories based on the views of the educated and elite classes, notably the Marxist historian Eric Hobsbawm.
A crucial area is the personal meaning of anarcho-syndicalism to the individuals involved.
Campesinos in Andalucia had a life of hard,
simple realities, to which comunismo libertario
provided simple direct solutions. A society
without money was not so distant, when labour
was often exchanged for payment in kind. They
set up a centro, a social centre and library
where workers could hold meetings, educate
themselves, read newspapers. No alcohol was
permitted, as the centro provided an alternative
to the negative influences of drinking and gambling. We get an impression of the tremendous
dignity which the movement possessed, and
what a radical threat it posed at a time of enormous pressure to conform and submit. How different from some who align themselves with
anarchism today, for whom freedom is nothing
more than licence, and politics has become just
a 'lifestyle', when taking a stand has become
going vegan for a month.
Writers on the Left have romanticised the
Republic as some kind of golden age before
Franco. Yet here we can see this same Republic
brutally crushing those whose crime had been
to try to escape from the grinding poverty that
the powers had allotted them. From their experiences, so inspiringly recorded here, we can
learn how ruthless the state can be, but also
how better to organise ourselves against it.
¡Adelante! WHISKY SOUR

Free Society

A German Exile In Revolutionary Spain

T

by Werner Droescher
£3 Kate Sharpley Library

Kings I

Books

His first awareness of a change in Spain is
quite comical and concerns a legal dispute
on the renting of a farmhouse in the Tossa
valley, telephone communications with
Barcelona being cut and the entire Gardia
Civil police force disappearing overnight.
Slowly the news comes through from the
provincial capital Gerona that the military
had tried to seize control of the city but
eventually the soldiers found out for themselves that they were unwitting dupes of a
fascist putsch. The soldiers stood down
from their posts and their commanding
officers, who had put them up to it, were
arrested.

Droescher watches the start of the civil war
from a distance until his relaxed life clashes with his principles and decides to join
the fight against fascism. He admits his
political naivety on the differing communist groups in Spain from the outset,
believing both the official Communist
Party and POUM (Workers' Party of
Marxist Unification), whom he now finds
himself in, are fighting for the exact same
ends. Only whilst in the heat of battle does
the author meet the differing perspectives
between the groups. Whilst defending the
small village of La Zadia, Droescher meets
an Anarchist Brigade returning from an
unsuccessful action; he is so taken by their
organisation, which was built on consen-

Reviews

For all the many volumes written on the
Spanish Civil War telling the stories of the
expatriates who enlisted from overseas to
fight Franco and the fascists, this starts a
little differently. German born Droescher,
although committed to libertarian ideals
and following socialist politics, finds himself in Spain in 1933 not as an armed militiaman but as a private tutor for the children of German hoteliers in the seaside
town of Tossa de Mar, north of Barcelona.
This is where Droescher’s life as a revolutionary begins to seed and flourish.

Now or Never!

his thirty page pamphlet is an
extract from Droescher’s autobiography Odyssey of a Teacher
put together by the Kate
Sharpley Library and the Aotearoa Workers
Solidarity Movement of New Zealand. The
introduction by Farrell Cleary gives a short
and succinct biography of all of
Droescher’s life whereas the main body of
text concerns itself with his time in revolutionary Spain 1933 to 1938.

sus, by the individual agreeing voluntarily
to limit their own personal freedom for the
cause rather than from an edict from above
as the Communists employed. Later in La
Zadia, Emma Goldman visits and though
now in her late sixties, Droescher is
impressed by her dynamism.

Later his unit is posted back to Barcelona
where he gives an excellent account of how
the large metropolis is run efficiently on
mutual aid. Transport and distribution of all
necessities run by and for the workers
without the need for directors or bosses. A
difficult journey out of Spain sees him
working in London with English anarchists
organising aid for the Spanish revolutionary cause. Here Droescher also meets a
wide cross section of once non-political
people and agencies that were becoming
aware of the danger that fascism could
bring to Spain and beyond. On returning to
the war zone, he moves in humanitarian
circles helping resettle the mass exodus of
refugees from Madrid to the north of the
country.
Droescher’s work does not just concern
itself with the wider history of the Spanish
Civil War but also there is the minutiae of
everyday life and his own thoughts that
struggle with all the new political concepts
and also the horrors of war. An engaging,
thought provoking read for anyone who
requires a firsthand account of that time
rather than an account from a dry history
book. ROB CROSS

ALTHOUGH NOT MASSIVELY entertaining this is the most coherent Bible book so
far. A straight sequel to Samuel II, it starts
with an old David trying to stay alive by
having a girl in his bed. After his son
Solomon takes over, killing all rivals –
including his own brother, the book’s first
half is about the temple Solomon builds to
keep God’s special box in.

The writer spends too long on the slaves
forced to build the temple and Solomon’s
palaces, the taxes forced on people, the animals Solomon sacrifices, the women he
sleeps with, the gold he has, including a gold
snuffer; we get the point: he’s like a mad,
Hugh Hefner gaddafi. The twist is that when
God turns against him and you think he is
heading for a fall, nothing happens.

The writer then uses the rest of Kings I to
ram home how impotent God has become.
When Solomon dies, Israel splits from Judah,
kills its slave master and breaks the templepriest racket by letting common people be
priests. God is relegated to a dark and shadowy Peter Mandelson character, making
pacts, getting his messengers to lie for him
and whispering in the ears of magicians to
manipulate different men into power. It backfires nearly every time and he is left just
killing children and tricking his magicians
into being eaten by Lions; it still doesn’t pay
to be God’s friend.

Other characters like God lurk around, with
great names like Milcom the disgusting God
of Ammon and there are hundreds of magicians, everywhere, mostly trying to kill each
other. If you liked Harry Potter and the
Order of the Phoenix you might like this.
Luckily it ends with God getting angry again
– leaving you with hope that in book two it
will be proper anger, like The Hulk.

HARRY K
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Bourbon Biscuits
A reliable analogy for society?

Piss Drinking

Make sure you don’t run out

Stockpile Food
Protect your munchies

Facebook Friends

Smash them in their stupid faces

Stockpile Shit
Mmm, lovely shit

Survival Retreats
Head for the hills

Issue 21
£2.50
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Editorial
riginally we had Chuck Vedge, a legendary anarchist from the US writing a long series of articles for us on the subject of surviving social
turmoil. He wrote some drafts before he even saw a copy of Now it’s Never! When he saw the magazine he had a minor mental meltdown
– he realised that the rag he'd laboured so hard for was the antithesis of all the solemn faced, misery inducing piety of his interpretation
of anarchism, and sent us some piss taking articles to follow. These were much more interesting than his previous submissions.

He also began a hefty correspondence with me, your squalid little editor, in which he branded Now it’s Never! (and its readers) as “beneath a turd on a
pavement”, “relentless clefts”, and my personal favourite: “gigolos for dogs that the dogs won't even pay for because they only attract the skintest
dogs.” We've dotted some of his other quotes around the magazine to liven up some otherwise pretty ropey material.
He must have realised that we would, of course, publish anything that he sent, given his international reputation – most famous living anarchist after
Noam Chomsky, Chumbawamba, noncey Lambourne Wilson, Mark Barnsley, those McDonalds people, Crass, Dorothy Rowe – and he soon stopped.
So we got some of the writers that we don’t normally publish and offered them the chance to fill in the gaps. They leapt at the opportunity, like the
desperate creatures they are. The results were “variable”. In an attempt to at least keep some of our readers, we have heavily edited and censored this
work. This is not in the usual spirit of Now it’s Never!
Usually, we can't be arsed.

Much love,

Fug Shilton xxx.

Cover illustration: Nina Sosenko. http://arnet.deviantart.com
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The Fragility of Western Democracies
by Chuck Vedge

estern democracies are
fucking stupid and full of
idiots that make Now it’s
Never! readers look like
they can actually read. When lots of stupid
people are in the same area you have to
make things real sturdy, like children's
toys. Western democracy is like a Bourbon
biscuit – at some point it will be broken
and the slavering idiot masses will eat the
sugary insides, leaving only tasteless
Bourbon crumbs. Now, those that have
deprived themselves of real food come to
like Bourbons and can't see any other kind
of biscuit. This makes the Bourbon even
more fragile, because too many people are
clinging to it. If more were clinging to the
healthy, ripe fruit of social anarchism, then
it wouldn't matter if the Bourbon cracked
and broke. But the danger is that at this
stage, if the Bourbon breaks, the healthy
apples, bananas and wholefoods will be
washed away in a mess of crumbs and
squashed brown cream.

All it takes is for the Bourbon to be tapped
with the hammer of climate change, or the
mighty axe of a workers insurrection, or
the damp wet sock of a Now it’s Never!
reader. Without the wholesome fruit of
proper anarchism, the absence of the
Bourbon will only lead to tyranny and
death, as the misery of Rich Tea fascism
rises to ascendancy, or the stale oatcake of
state communism. Or, there may be no bis-

cuit or
fruit.
Nothing to
cling to.
Humanity no
more.

What makes
the Bourbon
so fragile?
Actually, that's
the wrong
question. The
Bourbon is
structurally misleading. The soft centre provides most of its
strength. Bourbons weaken when the sweet
cream of capitalism is not there – to translate for slower readers – when the power
goes off and no one can enjoy modern
entertainment media, or their collections of
useless shit, or any of these great things that
we sell ourselves for, the Bourbon starts to
split in two – with the wealthiest at the part
of the biscuit that is nearest the cream, the
miserable poor the furthest away. The separated Bourbon will then make war with
itself. Those nearest the cream will fight for
the cream on the other, now separate, half
of the biscuit – because they want the
cream, and because the war distracts the
poor, distant, parts of the biscuit from noticing their lack of cream.
It's a little known fact that it is the workers

that actually produce the cream. The fact
they have so little proximity to it leads people to think that it is the wealthy that create
wealth, and the wealthy pat themselves on
their cream soaked backs for doing something that they don't actually do.

But, as we know, even the strongest biscuit
is still just a biscuit, and not sturdy enough
to survive with all these idiots around.

A Portion of Vedge:

None of the
information in
this magazine is
true. I want you
all to die,
Chuck Vedge X

Things To Do When You're Dead and a Pox Ridden Prole is Chewing
on Your Bone Marrow and You're a Tory by Vernon “Not A German” Sherman, 3rd Earl of Sundries
BASK SKELETALLY IN triumph. The NHS is gone. We'll
claim that as a victory, right? People are dying painfully of terminal diseases with no medical help.

The proles are slowly starving to death, instead of scrounging
off the state. Which is all proles do, even when they're working,
they find new ways to blag Britain's money.

Immigration is at an end – people are fleeing the sceptred isle in
terror. Marvellous!
We can go fox hunting again. Fantastic!

After the apocalypse is over, the survivors (naturally the more
conservative people) will rebuild The British Empire. BRITAIN
RULES THE WAVES AGAIN MOTHERFUCKERS!
Editor's note: Vernon has been writing in to us and leaving
strange messages on our answerphone for years. In a rare
example of sympathy we published this piece. Let's hope that
being technically a “published writer” doesn't go to his head.

Anarcho Collapsionist
Manifesto by Blaise DeTourne
capitalist society will collapse as a consequence
of resource shortage, overpopulation, runaway
global warming and mostly the inherent contradictions inherent in capitalism

the society's spectacles will be spectacularly

suspect in front of consumer spectators
the LaCackian smackeroon pasta fiesta Hegelian dialect will implode, shattering
discourse in diverse circles (oh my!)

a clear table of ideas will be laid, we will be the diners and the new triallect of survivor, survivees and servings will codify toward a new epiphany of social function

we progress from there,
naturally

as Foucalt chortled into his handkerchief
once: 'a-ergh-ahack!'

the collision of the triallect and Foucalt's handkerchief

lead on further, closer to the sticky shuddering climax

prefigured, then hastily cleaned up by the young Marx
(Peace Be Upon Him)

that is the end point of analysis, from then on we frolic in
the fields of utopia, shabby
words will be abandoned and
we can rejoin the herd. La lutte
continue moins nous!

The Shit Hits the Fan and Splat
Ones, and Everyone Else. Ev

T

TSHTFASAOYYLOAEE(ESOSN) But I'm Still Hungry
by Arnold Flopper [Editor's note: We think this might be Chuck Vedge writing under a pseudonym]
he average house has only food
enough for a week. The average
Now it’s Never! reader's house
has a bare mattress in the corner
of the room, is knee deep in used tissues
and empty beer cans, and has enough food
to last the rest of the day. If you count
mouldy tissues as food.
In an ideal world (where btw you probably
don't exist), you'll want to have enough
food in your place to last you at least a
month for your household (God forbid if
you've bred.)

When TSHTFASAOYYLOAEE(ESOSN)
it is likely to be increasingly dangerous to
leave your place, as other Now it’s Never!
readers will be out looking for any excuse
to rape and kill. And yes, Now it’s Never!
reader, despite your hideous appearance,
other Now it’s Never! readers will do that to
you. Don't blame me, I didn't invent Viagra
(or father you – bringing your turdulent self
into this world. I've done some crazy shit in
my time – but I wouldn't go near your
mother with all the King's armies and all
the King's men – and nor would they be
willing to join me for such a venture). So
you need to stock up with food.

The ideal survival foods are calorie dense,
dried foods that you're not allergic to.
Naturally, they'll also have to be cheap if
you're going to be able to afford them.
Prime candidates are: rice, beans and
wheatgrain. Pasta is not as good as it first
appears, as it doesn't provide anything
much in the way of protein, but it tastes
nice and you'll probably fuck up in some
other way so you may as well die having
had a nice meal.

You'll also want to have some food that
doesn't need preparation, for when you
can't do any cooking. Given your condition,
you might forget how to cook. Also in an
urban environment you're probably going
to have to lay low as much as possible –
manners and civilized behaviour tend to
evaporate when people are starving. And
the best and cheapest forms of this are
chocolate bars and canned beans.
Obviously (and writing in such a magazine

Looking a little
crazy and sinister
when eating your
food may prevent
other sinister crazies from stealing
from you

I regrettably have to point out the obvious)
go for sealed chocolate bars, and ones that
have a long shelf life. Some survival nuts
advocate dried protein shakes which you
can make simply by adding water or army
ready meals. These are, however quite
expensive, and you won't be able to afford
them.

Rice and beans is a staple
for vast swathes of the
world that don't have the
luxury of Pot Noodles and
Pop Tarts
You'll need to rotate your food cache, using
the oldest food first, so you're going to
have to learn to eat rice and beans. Rice
and beans is a staple for vast swathes of the
world that don't have the luxury of Pot
Noodles and Pop Tarts. You can use spices
for cooking but remember, you're aiming
for discretion – cooking strong smelling
dishes is not necessarily a good idea as you
may draw attention to yourself and your

food cache. God knows how the British
will manage to make bland food? Add
spices after cooking unless you're confident
you can deal with anyone that decides they
want your food.
Cooking is not without its pitfalls – in any
serious emergency situation you cannot
rely on electric or gas mains to work so
you'll need a back up method of cooking.
Some kind of camping stove is ideal –
along with fuel. If possible get one you can
connect to Calor gas bottles. These will
work out cheaper in the long run than those
with smaller gas canisters. If cooking
indoors you've got to be careful not to gas
yourself – this is something you'll have to
balance with remaining hidden. Carbon
monoxide is completely odourless and can
kill you in your sleep. If it wasn't for my
contempt for you I'd recommend you get a
carbon monoxide detector anyway. Though
if the flame is blue, you're probably fine.
Orange in the flame is the warning sign to
watch for.
So. Store food. Cook food. Eat food. Can
you handle that?

tters All Over You, Your Loved
veryone Smells of Shit Now

I

Discretion: Avoiding Facebook Friends
by Arthur Snott
f you're living in a built up area –
and show me a Now it’s Never!
reader that isn't – you've got to
bear in mind that most of the population pay scant attention to any idea that
the civilization they're part of is in any
way fragile; much like the Mayans,
Anasazi, Mesopotamians etc. If you are
prepared, you need to keep that a secret,
even from your Facebook friends. Don't
let yourself be known as “the preparedness guy” (do women read this magazine,
or is it just adolescent boys pretending to
be men?) because WTSHTFASAOYYLOAEE(ESOSN) people will be casting
around for ways to get food and they'll
remember you and then come to your
place, knowing that you've got enough
food for a year stashed around. A stand
off will ensue.

“You've been my Facebook friend for
three years!” they'll say in a hoarse voice.
Starvation has led to the friend's body
digesting itself to get protein. Their
cheeks are hollow, they sound weak.

“You were never my real friend...” you'll
say. “I just fancied your mum so I added
you.”

“That friendship meant a lot to me...” the
friend will say.
“You're not having my rice and peas!
Unless...”

“What?” Spotting a beetle on the ground,
the friend picks it up and chews it.
“Is your mum about?”

“I... I ate her. MUM I'M SORRY. Oh
God don't say that mother. MOTHER!!!”
“Did she taste good?”

“Flippin’ delicious, as a mother should.”
“You're a monster.”

After all this kind of bollocks they'll
remember that they came because they
want your food. You won't want to give it
to them. There'll be plenty of people kicking around that will be up for lending a
hand to your friend to get into your place,
killing you for being so lacking in generosity, and eating all your rice and peas

Light travels, so it is best to
learn to rise when it's light
and sleep when it's dark. A
radical notion perhaps, but
there it is

and taking the piss out of your DVD collection.

Once TSHTFASAOYYLOAEE(ESOSN)
the need for discretion doesn't end. You're
going to have to learn to live quietly.
Talking is overrated. People rarely listen
to anything that is said anyway, listening
is them merely biding their time until
they can start talking about themselves

again.

After dark, avoid using lights, except in
emergencies. If you can black out your
windows then perhaps you'll be able to
use a light or candle. Light travels a long
way in the dark, especially with no street
lamps. So it is best to learn to rise when
it's light and sleep when it's dark. A radical notion perhaps, but there it is. You'll
also probably wake in the middle of the
night if you sleep when it's dark. Do not
panic. This is completely natural – and
was the norm until the widespread use of
streetlights and other artificial lighting.

Until things have calmed down enough
that you can start growing crops, collecting wild plants or hunting animals, you'll
be living on finite resources and surrounded by desperate, stupid people. So
stay out of sight if you want to live.
Although any great apocalypse may take
down Facebook, your “friends” will be
biding their time, watching and waiting
for their chance to feast on your food
cache and then your lifeless corpse.

I

When Piss Won't Do:
n any severe social collapse situation, clean water pumped into your
home isn't going to last forever, and
even if the water is still arriving, it
might well get progressively less drinkable
if water processing plants are running on
skeleton or no staff. In the absence of civilization, alcohol will be a finite resource
and cannot be relied on as a source of liquid in the long term. To spell it out for
Now it’s Never! readers, drinking piss is
not good for you, except in cases where it
makes you drink water to get the rancid
taste out of your mouth. So even if you
fully intend to carry on drinking piss in the
middle of social collapse, you'll need water
too.

As you may have seen in movies, filling a
bath with water is a smart move in the
event of social collapse. Again, for Now
it’s Never! readers: fill it with cold water.
It won't stay warm. This is also a good reason to wash the bath when you're finished,
rather than washing it before you get into
it, unless you want pubes and dead skin in
your drinking water (washing is a process
of removing dirt from things and the concept goes beyond the scope of this article).

You'll last a long time without food, but
not very long without water. In the event of
social collapse, fill up as many sinks, pots,
jars etc. as you can (with water). If you're
really desperate, you can drink the water
out of the back of a flush toilet (not the
bowl), or water from water heaters (NOT
radiators). Tinned foods with high liquid
content like fruit, tomatoes etc. are generally not going to help keep you hydrated as
they're often high in sodium. It is absolutely worth storing water: estimates of a gallon a day may seem a little high, but it is
absolutely crucial for hydration, cooking
and sanitation. You can't really have too
much of it. And remember, Now it’s
Never! reader!: more water = more piss.

So you've run out of water in your home or
not bothered to store any? You've missed
an even more critical bit of survival knowledge – where to get water now? Rivers and
streams are often disappointing sources of
water as idiots will quickly fill them with
piss, shit and their own idiot corpses. Scout
out where ponds, fountains, springs etc are
in your area. Or even better, collect your
own rain (not a euphemism for piss).

You'll also have to purify it. The cheapest
and simplest way to do that is with household bleach. This is massively useful for

by Chuck Vedge

Water

all aspects of hygiene, so it's worth having
a supply in your stockpile. The bleach to
get is sodium hypochlorite 5.25%-6% (this
is the most common type available). Buy
bleach that doesn't have added ingredients
like phosphates, dyes and perfumes. Bleach
does degrade over time, so you'll need to
replace your stockpiled bleach, and keep it
in a cool dark place where it's not going to
get jostled about very much. So, not gaffer
taped to your neck.

Rivers and streams are often
disappointing sources of
water as idiots will quickly
fill them with piss, shit and
their own idiot corpses
First, strain your water through cloth to get
out lumps. Then add 2-4 drops of bleach
per litre of water in an airtight container
(try a bottle). Shake it a little and leave it
for half an hour. When you open it up it
should smell of chlorine. If it doesn't,
repeat this process until it does. If the water
is particularly cold, this will slow down the
process, so you'll have to leave it for longer
or add another drop or two of chlorine. If
you're in particular doubt about a water
source, add more chlorine and leave it
longer. Or find a better water source. Try a
lake, not a puddle of vomit with a dead
punk in.
You can also boil water, though just warming it up to 65 degrees centigrade will have

the same effect on bugs. If the water is
from a particularly dodgy source, i.e. it has
chemical or heavy metal pollution, then
boiling or adding chlorine will do diddly
squat about it, as the contaminants will
stay in the water. You'll have to distil it.
You'll need a large pot with a lid with a
handle, a heat source and a smaller pot suspended inside the bigger pot. The water
evaporates, then condenses on the lid and
drips into the pot. As you can see, this is a
massive pain in the arse compared to storing water, or collecting your own.

There is more to know about water – but
I'm amazed that your puny attention span
has lasted this far so I'll leave it at that. For
more information, try my book: ASS:
Anarchist Survival Strategies or failing
that, When All Hell Breaks Loose by Cody
Lundin. If you look past his whiteboythinkheinjun appearance, it's a brilliant
book.

Vedge Dripping in Butter:

In the chaos and
breakdown of
law and order,
try not to rape
or cannibalise
yourself,
Chuck Vedge X

Rebuilding Society, The
Now it’s Never! Way
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ollect piss in barrels.

Collect shit in rubble sacks (doing
it the other way is unacceptable
behaviour, what are you, a Never it’s Now!
reader?)

Gather wheat goods – spaghetti, breadcrumbs,
pastry flakes.

Find earth. Earth sometimes is underneath
grass. Get rid of the grass. You can also find
earth under concrete or paving slabs. Get rid of
it! It has no place in the glorious Now it’s
Never! future!
Scratch a furrow in the earth and sow.
Spaghetti wants to be spaced about six inches
apart, but breadcrumbs and pastry flakes don't
need so much spacing. In the case of the

Apocalypse: A
Breatharian Response
by Stars Waves Sea
(aka Spiritual Beach)

spaghetti, make sure that it protrudes from the
ground at least a couple of inches. If it can't
see the sun it gets despondent.

Until the wheat goods start producing, you can
live off shit. Aren't you glad you had rubble
sacks at the ready?

Hide your precious shit
under something less
desirable like rubble

With food sorted, it's time to gather other survivors and argue with them for the need to
abolish the state and institute libertarian communism while drunk on homebrewed piss beer.

Having convinced them, live out your days
with a smug smile on your stupid face. Look
forward to an old age regaling youngsters
about how your generation 'rebuilt this country'
and a steady but undramatic mental decline –
you don't have far to fall.

Diarrhoea this!

SO THE
KARMIC cycle
has crashed,
threatening to
take most of
humanity with it
in a war-ridden,
famine-driven apocalypse. Spirituality can
help save things, thanks to the spiritual teachings of breatharianism. And even if there isn't
an apocalypse, why not give it a try?

So, not-yet-as-enlightened-as-me reader, what
is breatharianism? It is the spiritual practice of
subsisting on prana, rather than light. And
what is prana? (Your ignorance is exasperating! It's lucky I'm so enlightened or I'd get
frustrated by your rudimentary understandings
of the world.) Prana is the life force, and one
of the main sources of prana is the Sun. And
how do you live solely off the sun? Sunlight
contains all the colours - colours are the
smallest aspects of all things. Nutrition from
food is also made of colours (that they don't
teach this at school is madness). In order to be
able to live on just the colours in sunlight,
you must have complete consciousness of
yourself (yes, you are that important). You
can have no denials, you must have reached
all your potentials. At this point the DNA will
activate, and your chakra system will open up
and can deal with nutrition in light form.

SO IT'S NUCLEAR war. You're scurrying around in the wreckage
among piles of rotting corpses, your hair's fallen out, you're bleeding from open sores on your face, neck and arse. If you've caught
diarrhoea then that could well finish you off.

Mix: 1/2 teaspoon salt, 1/2 teaspoon soda, 3 tablespoons sugar and
1 litre of water. (All of these are in your survival cache aren't they.
Aren't they?) This will make a rehydrating solution, helping to prevent excess fluid loss and save your miserable life.

Survival Retreats - You Just Don’t
Have What it Takes

T

by Jock
McBride

here are three problems for you,
the Now it’s Never! reader.
You're poor, you're lazy and you
live in the UK.

If you really want to survive any kind of
catastrophe you need to be thinking long
term. Yes, this means land and crops and
animals (Unless you're vegan, of course.
Good luck living bioregionally. That'll be
fun in the UK in winter.)

This is where the fact you're broke and lazy
kicks in. You'll need to buy land. And then,
to build anything resembling a decent place
to live, you'll need planning permission. To
get planning permission, you need to be
persistent and preferably privileged. There
is every chance that you're just slumming it
for a bit until you work out what to do with
your career or where daddy's going to buy
you a house. You'll never be able to convince him that land and communes are a
good idea, and that will be the end of your
love affair with radicalism. You'll be able to
swoon over champagne to your mates
(horses) about your time doing politics,
pretend that you're an interesting person,
when really you're just another clueless little fuck who's in it for reasons you don't
understand and that won't matter when
you're living in your prissy little palace surrounded by materialistic trinkets made by
the people you're pretending to want to
“save” during this “phase”. For your information, we're not fucking whales (despite
appearances, what can I say, cheap food is
fattening) we can and will “save” ourselves
some day and if you want to help, that's
great, but do it as a conscious equal not as
a stoned, useless, self-righteous parody of a
person. Your “sympathy” is patronising.
Fuck you.
Ahem.

Money and perseverance are needed to set
up a survival retreat. You probably spent
your last few quid on something you'll be
selling to Cash Converters for a few pence
tomorrow, but there are good books about
this available – Jim Rawles has interesting
things to say in his book How to Survive
the End of the World as We Know It. There
are numerous books about living off the
land which are directly relevant. But
assuming that you're too uninterested to go
looking for info, I'll summarise.

Setting up a survival retreat, and then living
in it, is the ideal scenario. The other crucial
factor is proximity to large population centres - you want to be as far away from them
as possible. In any serious social breakdown, the starving masses will push out of
the cities looking for food. The further
away from these cities you are the better.

Rich tossers infest the
countryside and other
wealthy tossers move from
the cities to live in converted barns and old cottages

Living in the UK, everywhere apart from
John O Groats, West Wales and Northern
and Western Scotland are within 50 miles
or so of major cities. Rawles recommends
100 miles distance. At this range, you have
North West Scotland. AKA the grimmest
place possible in the UK. Sure, it's pretty if
you visit in the two week summer. But after
the two week spring and autumn that leaves
you with the forty six weeks of winter with
nothing to eat but sheep and oats and only
embittered old fishermen mumbling about
how “it's our oil” (pronounced: eeets arrrr
oeillllllll) for company. There are no jobs in
the Western Highlands and Islands, the
internet has to be brought by carrier

pigeons, your phone will have no reception
and you'll have to learn to tug your forelock. The seas are overfished, the mountains are steep and they have no shops.
Tosser Lairds still own great big chunks of
it and use it for hunting, the bloated
descendants of the tosser Lairds that evicted most of the people from the Highlands
in the 18th and 19th centuries.

Tossers infest the countryside in England
and Wales too, where the Enclosures Acts
forced people out in a similar fashion.
Later, other wealthy tossers move out of
the cities to live in converted barns and old
cottages. So in every part of the country
you'll have to deal with these Laird types,
and in any kind of social chaos situation,
these idiots will be on the prowl looking to
recreate the pre-parliament glory days of an
unaccountable aristocracy. They'll also have
their regular employees who'll probably
stay being goons, with big agricultural fuel
tanks, Land Rovers, shotguns, shooting
rifles, farming machinery and food stockpiles.
So either way you're fucked. You need to
move to a better country, pull your finger
out and get some money together. Ha ha.

